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Biden mandates vaccines for nearly
100 million workers
Saying, ‘our patience is wearing thin’
WASHINGTON — President
Joe Biden on Thursday (9) used
the full force of his presidency to
push two-thirds of US workers to
be vaccinated against the coronavirus, reaching into the private
sector to mandate that all companies with more than 100 workers require vaccination or weekly
testing.
Biden also moved to mandate
shots for health care workers,
federal contractors and the vast
majority of federal workers, who
could face disciplinary measures
if they refuse.
The sweeping actions, which
the president announced in a
White House speech, are the most
expansive he has taken to control
the pandemic and will affect almost every aspect of society. They
also reflect Biden’s deep frustration with the roughly 80 million
Americans who are eligible for
shots but have not gotten them.
“We’ve been patient,” Biden
said in a sharp message to those
who refuse to be vaccinated. “But
our patience is wearing thin. And
your refusal has cost all of us.”
Biden is acting through a combination of executive orders and
new federal rules. Under his
plan, private sector businesses
that have 100 or more employees
will have to require vaccination
or mandatory weekly testing af-

ter the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration drafts a
rule. Roughly 17 million health
care workers employed by hospitals and other institutions that
accept Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement will also face strict
new vaccination requirements, as
will federal contractors and most
federal workers.
Experts say Biden has the legal authority to impose vaccine
requirements on the private sector through laws that require
businesses to comply with evidence-based federal health safety
standards. OSHA, which enforces
workplace safety, has already imposed other pandemic precautions, such as a rule in June requiring health care employers to
provide protective equipment and
adequate ventilation and ensure
social distancing, among other
measures.
Also on Thursday, Biden ordered mandatory vaccination for
nearly 300,000 educators in the
federal Head Start Program and
at more than 200 federally run
schools. He announced that he
would use the Defence Production Act to increase production of
rapid testing kits and would work
with retailers, including Amazon
and Walmart, to expand their
availability.
-NYT

Xi says ‘critical’ to reset US ties after
‘serious difficulties’
BEIJING - Chinese President Xi
Jinping told his American counterpart that US policies towards
Beijing have caused "serious difficulties" and that putting ties
back on track was critical "to the
destiny of the world", state media
reported Friday (10).
Ties between Beijing and
Washington have been strained
in recent years by a bruising
trade war and America's tough
stand on China's human rights
track record - while competition over tech dominance and
disputes over the origins of the
coronavirus have further sullied
relations.
In “candid, in-depth” talks
with Biden, Xi warned that confrontation between the world's
top economies "would spell disaster for both countries and the

world". "Whether China and the
US can properly handle their relations... is critical for the future
and destiny of the world," state
broadcaster CCTV said citing Xi.
"And this is a question of the
century that both countries must
answer," he said.
It was the first call between the
two leaders in seven months.
Xi stressed that the two sides
should continue their dialogue
on climate change, epidemic prevention and the global economic
recovery, while "respecting our
differences".
"China-US relations are not a
multiple-choice question involving whether or not to do a good
job," Xi said.
It is "a must-answer question
on how to do a good job".
-AFP

Tiananmen vigil organizers charged
with inciting subversion
HONG KONG - Hong Kong police have charged the group that
organizes the city’s annual Tiananmen candlelight vigil and three
of its leaders with subversion
under the national security law,
amid an ongoing crackdown on
dissent.
The Hong Kong Alliance in
Support of Patriotic Democratic
Movements of China said that the
group, its chairman, Lee Cheukyan, as well as vice-chairs Albert
Ho and Chow Hang-tung were
charged late on Thursday (9) with
“inciting subversion of state power”, under the national security
law Beijing imposed more than a
year ago.
The case was brought before
court on Friday (10). Lee and Ho
are already serving jail terms for
their roles in protests in 2019.
Chow and four others arrested
this week were also charged with
failing to comply with the requirement to provide information for
a national security investigation.
The charges follow police also

raiding the closed June 4th museum, which was run by the alliance to commemorate the bloody
Tiananmen Square crackdown in
Beijing on June 4 1989, and confiscated computers, documents
and promotional materials from
the venue.
Police said 2.2 million Hong
Kong dollars ($280,000) worth
of assets belonging to the alliance
were also frozen.
The alliance is best known for
organizing candlelight vigils in a
Hong Kong park on the anniversary of China’s Tiananmen Square
crackdown. The event was attended annually by massive crowds
and was the only large-scale public commemoration on Chinese
soil. Authorities have banned the
vigils for the past two years, citing public health risks due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, although
critics believe the ban is part of an
ongoing crackdown on dissent in
the city following months of antigovernment protests in 2019.
-AP

— Chang W. Lee/The New York Times
One World Trade Centre, known as the North
Tower, collapses on Sept. 11, 2001, an image
captured by Chang W. Lee for the New
York Times. Saturday (11) marks the 20th
anniversary of the terror attacks of Sept. 11.
The New York Times won the Pulitzer Prize for
Breaking News Photography for its coverage of

the attacks and their aftermath. Two decades
later, the Times asked the photographers to
return to their work from that time and reflect
on the images they created, and what it took
to capture them. Lee’s answer: If I hadn’t
swapped for the long lens that I had on my
camera two days before; if I hadn’t gone to the

west side because the road was blocked; if I
hadn’t stopped at that moment, out of breath
after running toward the World Trade Centre;
if I hadn’t looked at the burning tower thinking,
“Wow, it looks like it could collapse any second,”
if I hadn’t ... I still don’t know why I was destined
to capture that moment

UN warns Afghanistan at risk of
‘total breakdown’
NEW YORK - The United Nations has
warned that Afghanistan is at risk of
“total breakdown” if the international
community does not find a way to keep
money flowing into Afghanistan despite
concerns over the Taliban government.
Nearly $10bn of Afghanistan’s central
bank assets are currently frozen overseas
and considered key leverage over the
new administration.
But the UN special envoy on Afghanistan, Deborah Lyons told the Security
Council on Thursday (9) that a way needed to be found to get the money into the
country, “to prevent a total breakdown
of the economy and social order”, noting that Afghanistan was facing a storm
of crises including a plunging currency,
a sharp rise in prices for food and fuel
and a lack of cash at private banks. The
authorities also do not have the funds to
pay salaries, she said.
“The economy must be allowed to
breathe for a few more months, giving
the Taliban a chance to demonstrate flex-

ibility and a genuine will to do things differently this time, notably from a human
rights, gender, and counterterrorism
perspective,” Lyons told the 15-member
Council, saying safeguards could be devised to ensure the funds were not misused.
Foreign donors led by the United
States provided more than 75% of the
public expenditure for the Afghanistan
government that crumbled as the US
withdrew its troops after 20 years in the
country.
President Joe Biden’s administration
has said it is open to donating humanitarian aid but says that any direct economic lifeline, including unfreezing the
central bank assets, will be contingent on
Taliban actions including allowing safe
passage to people to leave. The first civilian flight out of Kabul – carrying more
than 100 passengers – landed in Qatar
on Thursday
The International Monetary Fund has
also blocked the Taliban from accessing

some $440m in new emergency reserves.
“The Taliban seeks international legitimacy and support. Our message is simple: any legitimacy and support will have
to be earned,” senior US diplomat Jeffrey
DeLaurentis told the Security Council.
Russia and China, which has offered
millions in emergency aid to the country, have both argued for the release of
Afghanistan’s frozen assets.
“These assets belong to Afghanistan
and should be used for Afghanistan, not
as leverage for threats or restraints,”
China’s Deputy UN Ambassador Geng
Shuang said.
Lyons’s warning came shortly after
a stark report from the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP) that
warned the country could be facing universal poverty as the economy contracts.
The UNDP says the country of 18 million
is already one of the world’s poorest with
72% of people living on no more than one
dollar a day.
-Al Jazeera/Agencies

threatening both countries with destructive winds and torrential rains over the
coming days.
Afghanistan: UN chief Antonio Guterres
pleads for nations to continue dialogue
with the Taliban, expressing fears that the
hard-line Islamists’ return to power could
embolden jihadists in the Sahel.
Brazil: President Jair Bolsonaro backs
off his heated attacks on the country’s federal institutions, insisting that his recent
jabs at the Supreme Court just came “in
the heat of the moment.”
Austria: Police discover the body of an
89-year-old woman who died more than a
year ago and was mummified in the cellar
by her son who wanted to continue receiving her benefits.
Cricket: The fifth and deciding Test between England and India is cancelled due
to COVID-19 concerns in the tourists’
camp just hours before the match in Manchester is due to start.

Quote for Today

Trending News
Israel: The army arrests more relatives
of six escaped Palestinian prisoners, as
troops keep up a massive manhunt in the
occupied West Bank.
Canada: Justin Trudeau is forced to defend his government’s plans for fighting
climate change; the country’s fractured
relationship with Indigenous peoples and
a growing affordability crisis in the country as he faces off with contenders ahead of
the federal election.
Russia: Moscow announces the completion of the controversial Nord Stream 2
gas pipeline, which critics say will increase
Europe’s dependence on Russian gas and
bypasses a key EU ally, Ukraine.
Denmark: With no masks in sight, buzzing offices and concerts drawing tens of
thousands, the country ditches vaccine
passports in nightclubs, ending its last
COVID-curb.
Taiwan/Philippines: A super typhoon
that rapidly formed in just 48 hours is

Opportunity is missed by most people
because it is dressed in overalls and
looks like work.
-Thomas A. Edison

Word for Today
Cathartic [kuh-thahr-tik] -adjective
-of or relating to the purging of the emotions or relieving of emotional tensions,
especially through certain kinds of art

Today in History
2002 - Switzerland, traditionally a neutral country, becomes a full member of
the United Nations

Today is...
World Suicide Prevention Day
A day to connect, communicate and care,
helping raise awareness about the tragic
issue
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Central Bank imposes 100% cash margin deposit
to discourage consumer imports
COLOMBO – Sri Lanka has imposed
a 100% cash margin when opening
letters of credit on over 600 items,
ranging from chocolates and wine to
raincoats and carpets to discourage imports, as the country faced foreign exchange shortages amidst large volumes
of money being printed.
Banks have also been barred from
giving credit for importers to meet the
margins.
The Monetary Board of the Central
Bank, in a directive announcing the
new cash margin deposit requirement

said “Licensed Commercial Banks and
the National Savings Bank shall not
grant any advances to their customers for the purpose of enabling such
customers to meet the minimum cash
margin deposit.” The new regulations
are effect September 8.
The new directive is expected to support the ongoing efforts to preserve the
stability of the exchange rate and foreign currency market liquidity, particularly by discouraging excessive imports
of speculative nature. Sri Lanka has already placed price controls on govern-

G.L. Peiris calls for enhanced
economic cooperation with Iran

ment bond auctions discouraging bids
and the central bank have taken them
to its balance sheet giving new money,
which then lead to a foreign reserve
loss.
The direction described 693 items
through customs codes including,
chocolates, spaghetti, apple juice, wine,
oats, soya milk, dairy goods, lipsticks,
carpets, coats anoraks and electronic
goods.
Sri Lanka has a habit of blocking
what bureaucrats claim to be ‘nonessential’ or ‘luxury’ goods whenever

Sri Lanka

Shares snap 4-day losing streak on
financials boost

COLOMBO - Sri Lankan shares recovered on Thursday (9) after a four-day losing streak, helped by strong gains in the
financial sector.
The CSE All-Share index, which was up
2.54% at 8,986.40 points at the closing
bell, is still down over 3.5% for the week.
The benchmark index had fallen 8.22%
from its all-time high during the previous
trading session.
Financial co Browns Investments Plc
and micro lender LOLC Development
Finance Plc were top boosts, rising 8.7%
and 10.6%, respectively. The equity
market's turnover was Rs 5.79 billion,
COLOMBO - Foreign Minister Prof.
G.L. Peiris sought greater economic
cooperation with Iran, including enhanced bilateral trade, investment
and the possibilities of cooperation in
new sectors, such as tourism and energy, when Ambassador of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, Hashem Ashjazadeh
called on him on Wednesday (8).
Highlighting the long standing
friendly relations between Sri Lanka
and Iran, which have a proud legacy
of two ancient and great civilizations,
Peiris noted that in recent years the
bilateral relations have been reinvigorated by the exchange of high level
visits that have contributed to closer
cooperation and coordination, both

at the bilateral level as well as in the
international arena.
He also conveyed the Sri Lanka
Government's appreciation for the
steadfast support extended by the Islamic Republic of Iran during the Human Rights Council sessions held in
Geneva and at other multilateral fora.
Ambassador Ashjazadeh extended
his warm felicitations to Minister Peiris on his appointment as the Foreign
Minister and assured the firm commitment and support of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran
to the expansion of bilateral cooperation with the Government of Sri
Lanka.
-ENCL

money printing hits the island’s noncredible peg. The curbs on chocolates
and lipsticks come after Rs 39 billion
was printed last Friday (3) to control
the 12-month Treasury bill yield.
Sri Lanka’s rupee has fallen to below
200 due to frequent liquidity injections.
Analysts have urged authorities to lift
price controls on rupee bond auction to
channel savings of the public to the deficit, reduce consumption and imports
and the erosion of foreign reserves and
possible default on foreign debt.
-economynext.com/ENCL

according to stock exchange data. Trading volume on the exchange dropped to
265.3 million shares from 489.7 million
shares in the previous session.
Foreign investors were net buyers in
the equity market, purchasing shares
worth Rs 410.7 million, exchange data
showed.
The Central Bank of Sri Lanka on
Wednesday (8) evening requested licensed banks in the country to further
extend concessions for borrowers to December 31 as the nation grapples with a
devastating surge in coronavirus cases.
-Reuters

Oil steady as China moves to tap oil stocks
LONDON - Oil prices were steady on
Thursday (9) as China announced it would
take an unprecedented step to release state
oil reserves of crude oil to ease pressure on
domestic refiners, potentially undercutting demand from elsewhere.
Brent crude was down 2 cents to $72.58
a barrel at 1420 GMT, while West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude rose 2 cents to
$69.32.
The surprise Chinese move aims, according to the National Food and Strategic
Reserves Administration, to "better stabilize domestic market supply
and demand and effectively
guarantee the country's energy security".
Edward Moya, senior
market analyst at OANDA,
said: "The oil market is in
deficit but the China story
could disrupt it staying in
deficit for the rest of the
year."
Meanwhile, about 77% of
US Gulf oil production had
yet to resume on Tuesday
(7) in the wake of Hurricane
Ida, equating to about 1.4

million barrels per day (bpd). The market
has lost about 17.5 million barrels of oil so
far. The Gulf's offshore wells account for
about 17% of U.S. output.
American Petroleum Institute (API)
data showed that crude drawdown for the
week ended Sept. 3 was smaller than expected in a Reuters poll, but gasoline and
distillate drawdowns were bigger than expected.
US crude oil production is expected to
fall by 200,000 bpd in 2021 to 11.08 million bpd, the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) said on Wednesday,
noting that Hurricane Ida should force a
bigger decline than its previous forecast
for a drop of 160,000 bpd.
However, prices were pressured by the
U.S. Energy Information Administration
on Wednesday cutting its 2021 global oil
demand growth forecast, with little change
to its 2022 estimate.
"Brent has maintained a holding pattern
during the month of September as conviction in the oil complex has eased given the
array of conflicting fundamentals within
the market," said StoneX analyst Kevin
Solomon.
-Reuters

Govt ups oil resource claims
to US$ 267bn
COLOMBO – Sri Lanka’s energy
minister Udaya Gammapila, at the
recent Energy Consultative Committee meeting of Sri Lanka’s Parliament, has claimed the existence of a
US$ 267 billion worth of oil and gas
resources under the country’s seas
up US$ 27 billion from earlier reported estimates.
A parliamentary statement said
that minister had said that although
investors who invest in these oil and
gas drills would be given 50%, the
government would still have US$
133.5 billion, almost three times the
total (foreign) debt value of the country, which amounts to US$ 47 billion.
Traces of natural gas were reported in an exploratory well in the Mannar basin by a unit of Cairn India in
2013. But commercial development
was abandoned as the firm did not
find the discovery profitable enough
to extract the gas.
However, participating in a discussion with private television channel ahead of a no-confidence vote
against him in July, Minister Gammanpila said Sri Lanka will become a
crude oil producing nation before his
tenure ended.
“We have unearthed resources of
US$ 150 billion worth (crude) oil and
US$ 90 billion worth gas, worth US$
240 billion in total at the moment,”
Gammanpila said.
Gammanpila did not respond to a
query on reason for the increase of
US$ 27 billion on the estimated value

between mid-July and September 7,
2021.
Sri Lanka is facing severe forex
troubles, and Gammanpila has asked
motorists to use fuel sparingly. He
A Petroleum Resources Bill, drafted by the energy ministry, has already been approved by the Consultative Committee is to be presented
in Parliament “as a matter of priority”.
The minister has stated that the
new Bill seeks to regulate and manage the exploration of petroleum resources, including the establishment
of the Petroleum Development Authority of Sri Lanka.
Sri Lanka has a Petroleum Development Secretariat under the existing law.
“The Bill will also introduce a
strong legal framework to protect
these large investments and appoint
a special committee to advise the
minister, as billions of dollars will
have to be invested in the industry,”
the statement quoting the Gammanpila said.
The minister has said the Norochcholai power plant (which has steam
turbines fired by coal) could operate for 120 years only from the gas
in the Mannar Basin and a State run
oil refinery in the capital Colombo
could operate for 143 years with the
oil alone.
Natural gas is usually used on
combined cycle power plants.
-economynext.com

By Viraj Kanishka Madanayake

Why SL’s human
development
doesn’t match its
human capital
index

Sri Lanka has consistently led
South Asia in human capital development but falls below human capital outcome levels seen in uppermiddle income and high-income
East Asian and European countries.
More ambitious policies are needed
to tackle the twin challenges of the
negative impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic and slower economic
development and ensure future
generations reach their full human
potential.
However, this means that a child
born today will only be 60% as productive as he/she would be with full
education and health when he/she
reaches 18 years. By contrast, children born in Singapore can expect
to achieve 88% of their potential,
while children born in Japan and
Korea can expect to achieve 80% of
their potential.
On International Literacy Day
2021, drawing on the findings of
the recent report on Sri Lanka’s human capital development, we ask
“Why the disconnect of substantial
progress on human development,
but a lagging human capital index
(HCI)?”
René León Solano, Practice Leader for Human Development, notes
that in 2015, about 15% of 10-yearolds could not read or understand
a simple text by the end of primary
school, and warns the COVID-19
pandemic has exacerbated the challenges with school closures and the
sudden shift to online learning, to
which many poor and vulnerable
students do not have access. “It is
critical to improve learning of children in lagging regions, bridge the
digital divide in the country, and ensure teachers are adequately trained
for more inclusive and equitable access to modern methods of teaching
and learning,” Solano adds.
As Sri Lanka strives to become an
upper-middle-income economy, it
will need to further develop its human capital, with a special focus on
rural and estate sector regions, to
increase competitiveness and help
create a modern, knowledge-based
economy and accelerate growth.
These objectives place an increasing
premium on higher-order cognitive
skills, socio-behavioural skills, reasoning, and self-efficacy. Building
these skills requires strong human
capital foundations. This means Sri
Lanka will have to improve its learning outcomes and reduce stunting
rate which is currently about 17%.
Harsha Aturupane, Lead Economist, Education Global Practice,
lists reduction of under-nutrition,
which would be reflected in lower
stunting levels; more equitable improvements in learning outcomes,
especially in rural areas and in the
estate sector; and an adequate and
affordable pension system as well
as programs for the ageing population as key policy initiatives that Sri
Lanka needs to focus as future investment priorities.
Sri Lanka also faces high levels
of inequalities along geographic dimensions.
Sri Lanka’s Provinces vary considerably in their HCI scores. The
Southern Province has the highest
HCI at 63%, followed by Western
Province at 62%. At the other end of
the scale, Eastern Province has the
lowest HCI of 51%, followed by the
Northern Province at 52%.
Three provinces—Southern, Sabaragamuwa, and North Western—
have human capital levels above the
national average, North Central,
Central, Uva, Northern, and Eastern Provinces are below average in
both human capital development
and income per capita. The HCI report recommends prioritising these
regions to create more equitable human capital development outcomes.
Nearly all provinces record better
learning outcomes for women.
However, higher HCI values and
learning outcomes for women are
not necessarily reflected in labour
inclusivity with women only making
up about 34 percent of Sri Lanka’s
labour force.
However, Aturupane says policies
to facilitate greater female labour
force participation, including better childcare and elder care facilities
and networks, are needed.
-worldbank.org
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Tribute
By Aanya Wipulasena and Mujib Mashal

Sri Lanka asks women to delay pregnancy
over COVID risks
COLOMBO - Sri Lankan women
were urged to delay getting pregnant
after more than 40 expectant mothers died of COVID-19 in four months,
the health ministry said Thursday (9).
The island nation, which recorded
its first maternal coronavirus death
in May, is battling a spike in Delta
variant infections after travel restrictions were eased for local New Year
celebrations in mid-April.
"Usually, we have 90 to 100 maternal deaths a year, but since the start

of the third wave we have recorded
41 deaths of pregnant women from
COVID alone," Chitramali de Silva, a
director of the government's Health
Promotion Bureau, told AFP.
Government obstetrician and gynaecologist Harsha Atapattu said he
was urging "newlyweds, as well as
those who are trying to have a baby,
to delay it by at least a year because of
the risks of COVID-19".
De Silva said about 5,500 expectant mothers had been infected. About

70% were fully vaccinated, he added.
Experts have urged pregnant women
to get the jab, with Sri Lankan health
officials stating the Delta variant appears to increase their risk of severe
symptoms.
The nation of 21 million people has
been under a lightly imposed lockdown since August that the government expects to lift in mid-September.
But World Health Organization
experts in Sri Lanka have called for

tougher restrictions until the start of
October.
Hospitals have been overwhelmed
during the surge, despite efforts to
speed up the vaccination drive with
nearly half of the total population receiving two doses.
Sri Lanka has recorded nearly
475,000 infections and more than
10,500 deaths from COIVD-19, but
doctors say the actual figures could be
much higher due to under-reporting.
-AFP

Government considering COVID vaccine for
12-18 year olds

– J. Sujeewakumar/ENCL
A lone pedestrian walks past a row of shuttered shops in Colombo on
Thursday (9), as a three-week long quarantine curfew imposed to control
the spread of the novel coronavirus, and set to be lifted on Monday (13) is
extended till September 21

Delta responsible for 95.8%
of COVID-infection
COLOMBO - The Delta variant of
the coronavirus is responsible for
95.8% of COVID-19 infections in Sri
Lanka, Dr. Chandima Jeewandara
said on Friday (10), releasing the latest findings on research carried into
the COVID-19 spread in the country.
The research team comprising
Prof. Neelika Malavige, Department
of Immunology Molecular and Molecular Medicine and Dr. Chandima
Jeewandara, Director Allergy, Immunology and Cell Biology Unit, at
Sri Jayawardenepura University, had
after investigating the prevalence
of different SARS-CoV-2 variants

in different provinces in Sri Lanka,
ascertained the Delta variant to be
responsible for 95.8% of COVID-19
infections in the country.
The researchers said it was important to find out the prevalence
of different SARS-CoV-2 variants in
different provinces in the country, to
take relevant policy decisions regarding the control of the virus spread.
The research on samples collected
on different provinces also showed
the Delta prevalence to be between
84% and 100% in different provinces.
-ENCL

Cabraal ‘very likely’ to be appointed
Central Bank Governor
COLOMBO – State Minister for
Money and Capital Markets, Nivard
Cabraal is tipped to take over as
Governor of the Central Bank after
resigning his portfolio and parliamentary seat.
“It is very likely,” Minister Cabraal
said.
There has been strong speculation
over the week that Cabraal, a former
governor, would be made Central
Bank Governor.
Meanwhile, incumbent Governor
W. D Lakshman has called an unexpected media conference for later
Friday (10).
Under Sri Lanka’s monetary law,
those holding political office cannot
run the Central Bank. Cabraal, when
he was governor, along with Deputy

Governor W. A. Wijewardene maintained monetary stability during the
peak of the civil war in 2008-2009.
Sri Lanka is now facing severe
monetary instability with the Central Bank’s gross reserves falling to
levels of reserve liability, after giving
convertibility to unprecedented liquidity injections which have boosted domestic credit and imports.
Though some imports have been
restricted, credit has moved into
new areas as state workers who were
paid with the new money bought
goods, deposited in banks or maturing bonds from past deficits were
turned into reserve money through
failed bond auctions, analysts have
said.
-economynext.com

COLOMBO - The government is considering administering the COVID vaccine for children between the ages of
12-18.
Health Minister Keheliya Rambukwella said a vaccination program covering the nearly two million students in
Sri Lanka was being discussed, with students in Grade 7 to 13 to be vaccinated
under the first phase. He said a final decision would be arrived at soon.
Addressing a virtual meeting with
health ministry officials on Thursday (9), Rambukwella said rolling out
COVID vaccinations for students should
commence as early as possible, in order
to reopen schools, which have remained
closed for the last one and half years,
with brief sessions in between.
He said after the 12-18 age group
vaccination rollout is completed, academic activities in schools can resume
for Grades 7 to 13, as the academic and

non-academic staff have already been
vaccinated. Rambukwella also noted
that the World Health Organization and
other international organizations have
recommended giving COVID vaccines to
school children.
"As we have been able to fully vaccinate the teachers and academic staffers, we can consider reopening schools
once the vaccination of school children
is complete," he said.
In a related development, the Sri
Lanka Medical Association (SLMA) on
Wednesday (8), recommended the administration of Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine
to schoolchildren aged 12 - 18 years.
Issuing a media statement, SLMA
said children in the 12-18 age group generally do not get severe disease, however,
those with underlying diseases may become afflicted, and hence suggested they
be fully vaccinated with Pfizer shots.
-ENCL

In brief

Quarantine curfew extended till Sept 21
COLOMBO - The quarantine curfew currently in effect across the island has been
extended until September 21, the President’s office said on Friday (10). The announcement was made following a review

of the COVID-19 situation in the country
by the COVID Task Force meeting at the
Presidential Secretariat, chaired by President Gotabaya Rajapaksa, earlier in the
day.

175 COVID-19 deaths, 2856 new cases
Sri Lanka on Thursday (9) recorded 175
COVID-related deaths, taking the fatality count to 10,864. Director-General of
Health Services, confirming the deaths,
said 139 of the 175 deaths were those
above the age of 60, and 35 were between
the ages 30 and 59. One of the deceased

was identified as being below the age of
30.
Thursday also saw 2856 new COVID-19
cases being confirmed, taking Sri Lanka’s
virus count to 477,636 with 58,656 active
cases receiving medical care at hospitals,
treatment centres, and homes.

PM leaves for Italy
Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa, accompanied by a delegation of 17 officials,
including Foreign Minister, Prof. G. L
Peiris and Secretary to the Prime Minister, Gamini Senarath, left the Bandaranaike International Airport on Friday
(10) morning for a visit to Bologna, Italy,

where he is scheduled to deliver the keynote address at the inaugural session of
the G20 Interfaith Forum Italy-2021. The
visit will also include several other highlevel diplomatic meetings, the Prime
Minister’s Office said in a statement.

President to attend UN sessions in New York
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa will be
attending the 76th Session of the UN
General Assembly in New York, USA,
scheduled to commence on September
21. A statement from the President’s office said this would be the President’s

first international conference outside
Sri Lanka since assuming office. He is
expected to hold bilateral meetings with
several world leaders on economy, trade,
education and agriculture.
-ENCL

ITJP says security forces torturing and raping young Tamils
JOHANNESBURG - Sri Lankan police and army are still
abducting, torturing and raping
young Tamils just for taking part
in commemoration events, anti-

government protests or receiving funds
from abroad, said the International Truth
and Justice Project (ITJP) in a new report
launched on Thursday (9) ahead of the
September session of the Human Rights
Council in Geneva.
“On going torture by the security forces
needs to be top of the international community’s agenda when discussing Sri
Lanka in Geneva – it’s not enough to say
families of the disappeared are being harassed,” said the ITJP’s Executive Director,
Yasmin Sooka, adding, “Some of those
who peacefully exercise their civic rights
in Sri Lanka are being brutally beaten in
detention, burned with hot metal rods
and cigarettes, asphyxiated with petrolsoaked polythene bags, half drowned and
then gang raped by the security forces.”
International investigators from the
ITJP recorded detailed statements from
15 Tamils now in the UK who were abducted, illegally detained and tortured
since the government came to power in

November 2019. The most recent cases
involved people who had participated in
the P2P protest this year, as well as commemoration events for the dead and disappearance protests. Several said they
had worked as volunteers for Tamil political parties. Six victims described being
abducted in white vans, which have been
used by the security forces for decades
to arrest and abduct. They were forced
to kneel while interrogated, often only
in their underwear, and subjected to repeated torture including very brutal sessions of physical abuse in rooms specially
equipped for torture. Two men held by the
Counter Terrorism Investigation Division
described being anally raped with a metal
rod, among other violations. In all cases
the families paid bribes for their release.
Sri Lankan army officers in uniform
are among those who perpetrated the torture and sexual violence, along with the
notorious counter terrorism police unit.
In two cases, the victims knew exactly

which police station they were tortured
and raped and one could draw a map of
the buildings at the back of the station
where he was abused. “This is the ugly
face of systematic impunity. The failure
of successive governments to prosecute
those responsible for the JVP-era violence
of 1987-90 and state sponsored violence
against Tamils over the last four decades
has meant Sri Lankan perpetrators managed to evade accountability and rise up
the ranks of the police and army. Now it is
ludicrous to expect this system to reform
itself through training and capacity building,” commented Sooka.
“Sri Lanka has entrenched impunity
for atrocity crimes. Without criminal accountability, there is no incentive to stop
atrocity crimes from recurring. It’s time
the international community cancels all
international training and capacity building programmes because they are clearly
not working,” she urged.
- ITJP

Sunil Perera, outspoken
king of Sri Lankan baila
COLOMBO — In the end, it was only appropriate that Sunil Perera, who had entertained
generations of Sri Lankans on the radio and on
the dance floor with his distinctive, Latin-fused
tunes, would go out singing.
On his deathbed at a hospital in Colombo,
Perera had asked for a guitar, which he wasn’t
provided. So he turned to what couldn’t be denied.
“The doctor told me that the day before he
died, he was singing and entertaining everyone
there,” said Piyal Perera, Sunil’s brother and
band mate.
Perera died Monday (6) at the Nawaloka hospital in Colombo, his brother said. He was 68.
While the cause of death was not clear, Perera
had been recovering from COVID-19 when he
was rushed into intensive care, Piyal said.
Few have made such a large impact on Sri
Lanka’s cultural and entertainment scene as
Perera did for a half-century. Often dressed in
bright colours and a bowler’s hat, he produced
hit song after hit song through the Gypsies, the
family band, which was preparing to celebrate
its golden jubilee this year.
The Gypsies specialized in baila, a jolly and
rhythmic genre sung mostly in Sinhalese but
influenced by the Portuguese, who colonized
much of the island in the 16th and 17th centuries.
Over the decades he used his lyrics and his
voice to amplify concerns about Sri Lanka’s
shrinking democratic space. The country, still
recovering from years of civil war, has been
beset by government pressure against journalists, activists and minority groups. Perera frequently lambasted decaying political elite that
has become bogged down in bickering and that,
he believed, was dashing the nation’s hopes.
“He was both popular and a protester,” said
Lakshman Joseph-de Saram, a film composer
from Sri Lanka. “We rarely have a Bob Dylan
and a Michael Jackson in one package. He was
our baila king.”
Tributes poured in after his death, including
from politicians Perera had openly criticized.
He directed his anger at the country’s ruling
Rajapaksa family and at the opposition that
repeatedly disappointed him with chaos in its
ranks.
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa called his
death “a great loss”. Sajith Premadasa, leader
of the opposition, said Perera had “pioneered a
modern-day revolution in the musical history of
Sri Lanka”.
He was born Uswatta Liyanage Ivor Sylvester
Sunil Perera in 1952 to a Roman Catholic family and grew up in the Colombo suburb of Moratuwa. He was one of 10 children of Anton
Perera, a former soldier, and Doreen Perera, a
homemaker.
The elder Perara built the Gypsies largely
around his children. Sunil was a teenager when
he joined the band before becoming its lead
singer. Sunil described his father as a disciplinarian who had wanted him to complete his
higher education but who supported his choice
when he left his studies to focus on guitar and
voice training. In 2017, the Gypsies recorded a
family tribute to the founder.
Sunil Perera’s opinionated lyrics and public
stances set him apart from other high-profile
musicians in Sri Lanka. In his songs he dealt
with corruption and politicians soured after
their election losses. One song depicted aliens
landing in Sri Lanka and turning down an invitation to stay.
“It’s 72 years since we got independence,”
he said in one interview. “We are in debt to the
whole world. Is it the fault of the people? Whose
fault is it? I don’t blame one group. I blame the
entire set of politicians who ruled us.”
He was open about his personal life, discussing what he saw as hypocritical attitudes about
sex in Sri Lanka’s conservative society. But his
language often got him in trouble, particularly
when he described women as “baby machines”
in a discussion about how large Sri Lankan families were in his father’s generation.
His friends and family acknowledged that
Perera could be divisive, but they said his
outspokenness had come from his firm belief
that Sri Lanka could overcome the ethnic and
religious divides that have led to conflict for
decades. His brother, Piyal, said Perara had
declared that what would make him happiest
would be if all four of his children married into
four different communities.
“His head was not swollen with the fame —
he was simple,” said Mariazelle Goonetilleke, a
fellow musician and friend. “He was not afraid
to tell the truth, always spoke his mind. There
were people who didn’t like that.”
Perera became ill with COVID-19 last month
and was hospitalized for 25 days before being
discharged, only to be readmitted, this time in
intensive care, just days later.
He is survived by his wife, Geetha Kulatunga;
two daughters, Rehana and Manisha; and two
sons, Sajith and Gayan.
In a video message after he was initially discharged from the hospital, Perera looked weak
but determined as he thanked the hospital
staff and his fans and well-wishers. Dressed
in a white shirt and a gray hat, his usual colours were missing. “We are thankful to God for
giving us such a crowd,” he said. “We will definitely get that blessing again. When we get that
time, let’s meet again, like old times.”
-New York Times
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US Justice Dept. sues
Texas over its new
restrictive abortion law

Remote learning
setting back
millions of
South Asian children

WASHINGTON - The Justice Department
sued Texas on Thursday (9) over its recently
enacted law that prohibits nearly all abortions in the state, the first significant step by
the Biden administration to fight the nation’s
most restrictive ban on abortion and a move
that could once again put the statute before the
Supreme Court.
The department argued that the law was
unconstitutional because it allowed Texas to
essentially prohibit abortion while technically
complying with Supreme Court rulings that
forbid such a ban by deputizing private parties
to enforce the new restrictions.
Attorney General Merrick Garland called
Texas’ enforcement mechanism “an unprecedented” effort whose “obvious and expressly
acknowledged intention” was to prevent women from exercising their constitutionally protected right to have abortions.
“This kind of scheme to nullify the Constitution of the United States is one that all
Americans — whatever their politics or party
— should fear,” Garland said in a news conference at the Justice Department. “If it prevails,
it may become a model for action in other areas, by other states, and with respect to other
constitutional rights and judicial precedents.”
The Justice Department is seeking an injunction that would prohibit enforcement of
the Texas law. “It is settled constitutional law
that ‘a state may not prohibit any woman from
making the ultimate decision to terminate her
pregnancy before viability,’” the lawsuit said.
“But Texas has done just that.”
Even though the Supreme Court last week
declined to block the Texas law, known as Senate Bill 8, it did so without ruling on whether
it is constitutional. By placing that question at
the heart of its lawsuit, the Justice Department
could force the high court to consider factors
that might lead to a different ruling should the
justices choose to hear the case.
Both opponents and supporters of the law
recognize that empowering private citizens to
enforce abortion bans through civil litigation
has the power to fundamentally change the
landscape of the abortion rights fight. The battle has rested largely on whether the Supreme
Court will overturn Roe v. Wade, the landmark
1973 decision that granted women the constitutional right to the procedure, paving the way
for state bans on the practice. The Texas law
essentially allows a state to all but ban abortions before a legal test of that watershed case.
Opponents of the law were heartened by
the Justice Department’s lawsuit, said Cecile
Richards, the former president of Planned Parenthood. “We are in uncharted legal territory,
a state where Roe v. Wade is no longer essentially in effect,” she said.
Richards noted that millions of women in
Texas “lost the right to make their own decisions about their pregnancy” with the passage
of the law.
But proponents of the law see it as necessary
to preserve the ability of state legislatures to
save lives, long a central piece of the conservative platform.
The Justice Department lawsuit came days
after the Supreme Court refused, in a 5-4 decision, to block the Texas legislation, which bans
all abortions after about six weeks of pregnancy and makes no exceptions for pregnancies
that are the result of rape or incest.
The court had stressed that it was not ruling
on the constitutionality of the Texas law. But
the way the law was written — allowing anyone, regardless of whether they have any connection to an abortion, standing to sue those
who perform or otherwise aid in the procedure
— could make it difficult to challenge in court.
That set up a major shift in the fight over
abortion rights and paved a path for other
states to limit access to abortion. The law also
raised alarms that abortion providers would
face myriad lawsuits brought by private citizens.
The Justice Department filed its lawsuit in
the Western District of Texas, based in Austin.
No matter how the district court rules, both
sides in the lawsuit are motivated to appeal,
which would send the case to the conservativeleaning 5th US Circuit Court of Appeals. The
Texas law could come before the Supreme
Court again in several months.
-New York Times

-Victor J. Blue/The New York Times

By Katie Benner

Passengers wait to board a commercial Qatari passenger flight at Hamid Karzai International Airport in Kabul, Afghanistan, on Thursday (9). The plane, the first international passenger flight to depart Afghanistan since the frenzied US military evacuation late last month, took off with more than 100 foreigners — including Americans
— able to leave the country after days of anxious uncertainty
By Victor J. Blue, Sami Sahak, Lara Jakes and Eric Nagourney

First flight from Kabul hailed as
positive step amid troubling signs
KABUL - Ten days after the chaotic
evacuation of Afghanistan came to
an end, a lone jetliner lifted off from
Kabul’s airport Thursday (9), the
first international passenger flight
since US. Forces ended their 20-year
presence in the country.
The departure of the chartered Qatar Airways Boeing 777, with scores
of Americans, Canadians and Britons
on board, was hailed by some as a
sign that Taliban-ruled Afghanistan
might be poised to re-engage with
the world, even as reports emerged
that the group was intensifying its
crackdown on dissent.
“Kabul Airport is now operational,” Mutlaq bin Majed al-Qahtani, a
special envoy from Qatar’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, said at a news
conference on the tarmac.
In recent days, Qatari and Turkish
personnel worked with the Taliban
to repair damage and make the airport basically functional again. But
just over a week ago, the facility was
a scene of frantic desperation as people jockeyed to find seats on the last
commercial and military planes out.
When the last evacuation flight
left Kabul just before midnight Aug.
30, it left behind a ghost town of an
airport, strewn with damaged equipment and the abandoned possessions of evacuees.
Also left behind were an unknown
number of foreigners and Afghans
desperate to leave — but with no way
out.
Al-Qahtani appeared at pains
Thursday to point out the difference between then and now. This,
he said, was not an evacuation. “We
are speaking about free passage,” he
said. “We want people to feel this is
normal.”
But for all the diplomat’s talk of a
new era, by day’s end, only a single
planeload of passengers had left the
country, and “normal” seemed far
away for a country just taken over by

militants who are feared by many Afghans and who are shunned by much
of the world.
More flights were promised in the
days ahead. But an untold number
of people remained in limbo, including at the airport in the northern city
of Mazar-e-Sharif, where dozens of
Americans and hundreds of Afghans
were waiting for the Taliban to let
them leave on charter flights.
And the country overall remained
in desperate straits, as the newly installed Taliban government worked
to tighten its grip, cracking down on
all signs of public protest. Protesters
have been violently dispersed, and
reports are emerging of journalists
being detained and beaten.
At Thursday’s joint news conference at the airport, Taliban and Qatari officials hailed the flight as the
moment that Afghanistan reconnected with the international community. While that may have been
overstated — many world leaders
clearly remain deeply wary of the
country’s new leaders — US officials
had words of praise Thursday for the
militants that US forces battled for
two decades.
“The Taliban have been cooperative in facilitating the departure of
American citizens and lawful permanent residents on charter flights
from HKIA,” Emily Horne, a National Security Council spokesperson,
said in a statement, referring to the
Hamid Karzai International Airport
in Kabul.
“They have shown flexibility, and
they have been businesslike and professional in our dealings with them
in this effort. This is a positive first
step.”
The State Department confirmed
that Americans were on the plane,
which later landed in Doha, Qatar’s
capital, but would not say how many
there were. A spokesperson, Ned
Price, said more than 30 Americans

had been invited onto the flight but
that some did not go.
At Kabul’s airport Thursday, as
passengers were being checked in for
the flight to Qatar, the mood of relief
stood in stark contrast to the scene
there just over a week ago.
Safi, 42, who is from Toronto, was
among those passing through security to board the plane. He said he had
tried to leave during the evacuation
but had given up as chaos enveloped
the streets outside the airport. At the
end of August, a suicide bombing attack at the gates of the airport killed
scores of Afghans and 13 US service
members.
But Thursday was a scene of relative calm.
“Things are good,” said Safi, who
asked to be identified only by his first
name. “It seems the authorities are
keeping their promises.”
On Thursday, Afghanistan’s new
acting prime minister, Mullah Muhammad Hassan, urged former officials who fled when the Taliban
seized power to come home. The
group, he told Al-Jazeera in an interview, will “guarantee their security
and safety.”
But those and other assurances
offered by the Taliban have been received with broad scepticism. Many
remember the militants’ brutal reign
20 years ago. And many are alarmed
by what they have already seen since
the group’s return.
“The Taliban have repeatedly insisted that they will respect human
rights, yet these claims are completely at odds with what we are currently
seeing and hearing in cities across
the country,” Amnesty International
said Thursday in a statement. “Afghans who have taken to the streets,
understandably fearful about the
future, are being met with intimidation, harassment and violence — particularly directed at women.”
-New York Times

Malala calls on UN to push to keep Afghanistan’s
girls in school
NEW YORK - Pakistani Nobel Peace Prize laureate Malala
Yousafzai has called on the UN Security Council to push for girls to
stay in school in Afghanistan after
the Taliban takeover of the country.
"We must support education
for girls because it is their human
right," the 24-year-old said in a
message delivered by video link to
a council meeting in New York on
Thursday (9). She said the 15 members of the council could collectively

influence the Taliban. During the
Taliban's rule from 1996 to 2001,
women in Afghanistan were not allowed to work and could only leave
their homes veiled and accompanied
by a male family member.
Girls were excluded from schooling.
Since the Taliban has retaken the
country, many women fear similar
rules will be introduced again.
Yousafzai became an advocate for
girls to go to school as a teenager in

her home country of Pakistan. In
2012, she survived an attack on her
life at the age of 15 when Taliban
militants halted her school bus.
"This is a story that many Afghan
girls may share if we do not act,"
said Yousafzai, who now lives in
Britain.
In 2014, she became the youngest person ever to receive the Nobel
Peace Prize for her efforts to gain the
right to education for all children.
-dpa

Councillors swear new Hong Kong loyalty oath after hundreds quit
HONG KONG - Dozens of local community politicians in Hong Kong swore
a newly required loyalty oath to China
on Friday (10) after hundreds of their
colleagues quit in protest as authorities
try to purge the city of "unpatriotic" elements.
District councillors are the only people Hong Kongers can fully elect with
universal suffrage.
They deal with bread and butter local
issues like bus routes, trash collection
and playgrounds. But they have also
become a symbol of residents' urge for
a greater say in how their city is run.
In late 2019, towards the end of
months of huge democracy protests,
opposition candidates critical of Chi-

na's rule won a landslide, hammering
pro-government candidates.
China has since responded with a
crackdown on dissent as well as an
overhaul of the city's political system
that reduces the number of directly
elected officials and vets politicians for
their perceived patriotism.
On Friday, the first 24 councillors
took the oath in a closed-door ceremony, according to the government.
Similar oath swearing ceremonies
have been held for other sectors, including civil servants, government officials and lawmakers.
However, those who swear allegiance can still be disqualified. Under
the new rules imposed by Beijing ear-

lier this year, a national security committee can disqualify anyone deemed
an "anti-China" element or disloyal.
"If we have doubts on certain councillors' oath-taking and could not completely trust whether they have pledged
loyalty and allegiance, we will give
them the opportunity to explain... If
their oaths are invalid in the end, they
will be disqualified," chief executive
Carrie Lam said earlier this week.
Some 180 district councillors are
expected to take oaths in the coming
weeks and those who refuse to attend
will lose their seats.
However, a majority of the elected
district councillors have simply quit
rather than adhere to the vetting pro-

cess. So far a total of 260 - more than
half of the 452 elected members - have
resigned. "It (oath-taking) has become
the regime's tool to keep you on a
leash," former district councillor Debbie Chan, who resigned in July, told
AFP.
"They want to eliminate the pro-democracy camp in Hong Kong."
Since the 2019 protests, China has
imposed a national security law that
has criminalised much dissent and began remoulding Hong Kong in its own
authoritarian image.
Several district councillors have been
charged with national security crimes.
Many others have fled overseas.
-AFP

NEW DELHI - Hundreds of millions of
children in South Asian are suffering because their schools have been closed because of the coronavirus but they lack online devices and connections for remote
learning, UNICEF said on Thursday (9).
Authorities should prioritize the safe reopening of schools because even before the
pandemic, almost 60% of children in the
densely populated region were unable to
read and understand a simple text by the
age of 10, the UN children's agency said.
"School closures in South Asia have
forced hundreds of millions of children and
their teachers to transition to remote learning in a region with low connectivity and
device affordability," said George LaryeaAdjei, UNICEF's regional director for South
Asia.
"Even when a family has access to technology, children are not always able to access it. As a result, children have suffered
enormous setbacks in their learning journey."
The repeated school closures since last
year had affected 434 million children in
South Asia and a substantial proportion of
them were learning significantly less compared with pre-pandemic levels, UNICEF
said in a report based on research in India,
the Maldives, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
In India, 80% of children aged 14-18 reported lower levels of learning than when
physically at school. In Sri Lanka, 69% of
parents of primary-school children said
that their children were learning less or a
lot less.
In Pakistan, 23% of younger children did
not have access to any device for remote
learning. In India, 42% of children between
the ages of 6 and 13 reported no remote
learning during school closures.
"The safe reopening of schools must be
considered an utmost priority for all governments," said George Laryea-Adjei.
Indian epidemiologists and social scientists have asked authorities to reopen
classes for all children, saying the benefits
outweigh the risks, especially as poor, rural
children are missing out on online education.
South Asia, with nearly 2 billion people,
has reported more than 37 million coronavirus infections and more than 523,000
deaths.
-Reuters

‘Mu’ COVID variant
potentially of concern
says EU agency
THE HAGUE - The European Medicines
Agency (EMA) said Thursday (9) a coronavirus variant known as ‘Mu’ could be cause
for concern, although there is no data yet
to show it will overtake the dominant Delta
strain.
Mu, which was first identified in Colombia in January and is known scientifically as
B.1.621, was classified earlier this month as
a "variant of interest" by the World Health
Organization.
The EMA, while mainly focused on the
highly transmissible Delta variant, is "also
looking into other variants that might be
spreading, like the Lambda one (identified
in Peru) and more recently the Mu one," its
vaccines strategy chief Marco Cavaleri told
a press briefing.
"The Mu one being potentially more of
concern because of the potential increased
immune escape that it may show."
The Amsterdam-based regulator, which
checks medicines for the 27-nation EU, will
discuss with vaccine developers the effectiveness of current jabs in tackling the Mu
variant, Cavaleri added.
"However, I have to say that we don't
have yet data that would show that the Mu
variant is spreading that much, and whether it will have any chance to overtake the
Delta variant as a dominant strain."
All viruses, including SARS-CoV-2 that
causes Covid-19, mutate over time. Most
mutations have little or no effect but some
can influence properties of viruses including how easily they spread, the severity of
the disease they cause, and their resistance
to vaccines.
The WHO currently identifies four COVID-19 variants of concern, including Alpha,
which is present in 193 countries, and Delta, present in 170 countries.
Five variants, including Mu, are to be
monitored.
After being detected in Colombia, Mu has
since been reported in other South American countries and in Europe.
The WHO said its global prevalence has
declined to below 0.1 percent among sequenced cases. In Colombia, however, it is
at 39 percent.
-AFP
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REALITY CHECK
Goose-stepping in
hazmat suits

By Patrick Kingsley

A hole, a tunnel, a
32-yard crawl

SEOUL - North Korea paraded goose-stepping
soldiers but no ballistic missiles in its capital
overnight, in a celebration of the nation’s 73rd
anniversary that was overseen by leader Kim
Jong-un, state media reported on Thursday (9).
Korean Central News Agency said fighter jets
flew in formation above the midnight parade
at Kim Il-sung Square in Pyongyang and some
conventional weapons were on display, including multiple rocket launchers and tractors carrying anti-tank missiles.
But no ballistic missiles were seen or mentioned in the reports, and Kim did not deliver
any speech, unlike last October when he boasted of the country’s nuclear capabilities and
showcased previously unseen intercontinental
ballistic missiles during a pre-dawn military
parade.
The Rodong Sinmun newspaper published
a photo of Kim, wearing a cream suit, waving
from a balcony towards the assembled troops
and spectators.
North Korea often celebrates major state anniversaries by displaying thousands of goosestepping troops and its most advanced military
hardware in parades at Kim Il-sung Square,
named after Kim’s state-founding grandfather.
State television had not broadcast footage of
the parade, which included marchers wearing
orange hazmat suits. Previous night-time parades have not been aired live, but taped broadcasts were shown on state TV hours later.
KCNA’s report came hours after South Korea’s joint chiefs of staff said they were closely
monitoring the North after detecting signs of a
military parade.
The network later reported that members
of the 5.7 million strong Worker-Peasant Red
Guards took part in the march. It was the first
time since 2013 that North Korea has staged a
parade with the force, which was launched as a
reserve after the 1950-53 Korean War.
Yang Moo-jin, a professor at the University
of North Korean Studies in Seoul, said the perceived absence of strategic weapons and the
focus on public security forces showed Kim is
focused on domestic issues such as COVID-19
and the economy.
“The parade seems to be strictly designed as a
domestic festival aimed at promoting national
unity and solidarity of the regime,” Yang said.
“There were no nuclear weapons and Kim
didn’t give a message while being there, which
could be meant to keep the event low-key and
leave room for manoeuvre for future talks with
the United States and South Korea.”
Amid a stalemate in diplomacy with the US,
Kim and his powerful sister, Kim Yo-jong, have
emphasized North Korea will boost its nuclear
deterrent and pre-emptive strike capabilities
while demanding that Washington abandon its
“hostile” policies – a reference to the US maintaining sanctions and refusing to accept North
Korea as a nuclear power.
Experts say Kim is facing perhaps his toughest moment as he approaches a decade in rule,
with North Korea maintaining a border lockdown indefinitely to keep out the coronavirus
and no end in sight to international sanctions.
Last month, Kim Yo-jong berated the US and
South Korea for continuing their combined
military exercises, which she said were the
“most vivid expression of the US hostile policy”.
She and another senior North Korean official
threatened unspecified countermeasures that
would leave the allies facing a “security crisis”.
The allies say the drills are defensive in nature, but they have cancelled or downsized
them in recent years to create space for diplomacy or in response to COVID-19.
-The Guardian/Agencies

-Victor J. Blue/The New York Times

North Korean soldiers march in
military parade marking
nation’s 73rd anniversary

Taliban fighters in Kabul fire their guns in celebration after receiving unconfirmed reports
that Panjshir Province had fallen to their forces on Friday (Sep 3). Refugees have drawn
an angry response from many in Pakistan, leading to discrimination and efforts to force
them to go back to Afghanistan
By Zia Ur Rehman

An uncertain future awaits
As Afghans flee to Pakistan
TORKHAM — The Taliban,
thankfully, didn’t figure out
Mohammad was a police officer.
Mohammad, 55, had worked
for years in Laghman province
east of Kabul, where chasing
militants was part of the job.
Then the Taliban seized control
of Afghanistan. They killed his
boss. Mohammad figured he
and his family were next.
“We left Afghanistan mainly
to protect our lives,” said Mohammad, who insisted on being identified only by his first
name to protect his extended
family from reprisals. On Aug.
16, he, his wife and their five
children reached Spin Boldak,
a town on the Afghanistan side
of the border, before crossing
to Chaman on the Pakistan
side. To get there, they navigated watchful Taliban and paid
Pakistan security forces $900
in bribes.
“On the highway, Taliban
fighters were stopping and
searching travellers,” said Mohammad. “But, luckily, they
did not recognize me because,
maybe, I was a low-ranked
cop.”
The Pakistan authorities
are watching worriedly to see
whether more refugees like
Mohammad and his family
come pouring over the border.
The government is expecting as
many as 700,000 at a potential cost of $2.2 billion as the
authorities set up camps and
ways to track and feed them.
The new arrivals will present
political problems for Pakistan’s leaders. The country already houses one of the world’s
largest populations of refugees.
The police and many members
of the public treat them like
criminals or potential terrorists, according to human rights
groups. Already, regional and
ethnic leaders are telling the
government to turn them away.
One of them is Ayaz Latif
Palijo, a leader among the Sindhi ethnic group in Sindh province, where the city of Karachi

is based, and who has organized protests against new refugees and hunger strikes among
members of his political party.
Sindh is already home to refugees from Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Myanmar, some
of whom have been there for
decades.
“Sindh is not an international orphanage,” Palijo said, “and
we will not allow more Afghans
to live here.”
In Balochistan province, officials said Wednesday (8) that
they recently deported more
than 500 Afghan refugees, including women and children,
for entering the country illegally after the Taliban takeover.
The migration issue has at
times added tension along the
border. Already, on Wednesday Pakistan’s military fired artillery rounds over the border,
citing firing from Afghanistan
that killed five soldiers — the
latest in long-running hostilities as Pakistan forces target
suspected insurgents hiding on
the other side.
Lt. Gen. Faiz Hameed, Pakistan’s powerful intelligence
chief, listed terrorism and
refugees among Pakistan’s top
concerns at a meeting with Taliban leaders in Kabul over the
weekend, according to Fawad
Chaudhry, the Pakistani information minister.
The number crossing the
border is unclear. So far, say
international aid groups and
Pakistan officials, the tide of
refugees seems to be weaker
than expected. Violence in Afghanistan has ebbed. Some are
waiting to see what kind of rulers the Taliban will be. And Pakistan has tightened its border
controls, including building a
1,600-mile border fence in recent years.
At Torkham, the dusty border crossing about 140 miles
east of Kabul, the Pakistani
authorities appeared to be
keeping the flow of refugees
under strict control. Only small
groups of people crossed the

border, where only Pakistan
citizens and Afghans with visas
are allowed to cross. Hundreds
of empty container trucks sat
idle on the Pakistan side, evidence of a sharp drop in trade
because of the war.
Many of the refugees belong
to the Hazara ethnic group,
which has suffered persecution
at the Taliban’s hands.
“We will not go back to Afghanistan now because we are
targets of both Taliban and the
Islamic State, which considers
us infidels,” said Sher Ali, 32, a
Hazara and a refugee from Kabul who arrived in Karachi with
his ill 55-year-old mother and a
younger sister. Border personnel at Chaman-Spin Boldak,
he said, allowed them to enter Pakistan on humanitarian
grounds.
Many refugees face discrimination. They are often
portrayed in Pakistan’s news
media as drug peddlers and
criminals. And, increasingly,
terrorists.
“Harassment and exploitation on the part of law enforcement agencies is a product
of underlying perceptions of
Afghans as violent, dangerous
and suspicious,” said Zoha Waseem, a sociology professor at
the University of Warwick and
an expert on policing. “Refugees are therefore viewed with
suspicion and seen as an alleged threat to the security of
the nation-state. This makes an
entire community, including
refugee children, at risk of state
harassment.”
The scepticism left Afghan
refugees in a state of uncertainty. Though Pakistan’s law
allows those born there to get
citizenship, the claims of Afghan children are generally
not recognized. Imran Khan
pledged to recognize their citizenship after he became prime
minister in 2018, but he backed
off following a backlash from
politicians and the country’s
powerful military.
-New York Times

By Leo Ramirez and Qian Ye

Men in China go under the knife to boost life chances
BEIJING - Worried his appearance
would detract from opportunities
in China’s competitive society, Xia
Shurong decided to go under the
surgeon’s knife to reshape his nose one of millions of young men in the
country turning to cosmetic surgery.
The 27-year-old researcher wanted medical procedures to transform
his look from “engineering geek” to
something he thinks will boost his
life chances.
Beauty standards in China can be
exacting, from pressure over skin
tone, eye and nose shape to the controversial “little fresh meat” look - a
buzzword used to describe handsome
young men with delicate features.
“I feel I should be ‘fresh meat’ at
my age, but I already look like a middle-aged uncle,” explained Xia.
AFP met Xia in Beijing as he was

preparing for surgery to plump out
his features. He had already spent
40,000 yuan ($6192) on a face-filler
procedure earlier this year.
“I grew up in the countryside my face was dark, my skin was bad,
I thought my appearance was not
good in general,” he said, adding that
he had long planned to rework his
face.
“I always felt a sense of inferiority,” he added.
The intense popularity of Chinese
social media - rife with trends in cosmetic procedures, beauty “tutorials”
and advice on how to become “beautiful”, has added to the pressure for
many.
Growing numbers of educated
men in China are opting for aesthetic
and surgical procedures to give them
the edge.

According to iResearch, around
17% of male white collar workers in
China have had cosmetic treatments
and the vast majority of men had
their first procedure before the age
of 30.
Xia Zhengyi, the doctor carrying
out Xia’s procedure, says he has seen
an increase in young men coming to
him for procedures.
Men in their twenties were most
keen on eye and nose reconstruction
surgery, according to surgery app So
Young, which cited a survey of their
8.9 million active monthly users.
China’s average national disposable income has more than doubled
since 2010 according to government
data, and increased wealth among
China’s middle classes has also
fuelled interest. Zhang Xiaoma left
his job at an IT company to become

a full-time social media influencer
after sharing his own experience of
cosmetic surgery.
“You can do more on-camera
jobs if you become more attractive,”
Zhang said.
His procedures include “elf ears”
- a procedure that fills ears with hyaluronic acid to make them look more
prominent while the face appears
smaller. This became popular after
a social media star documented the
procedure and it went viral.
China’s cosmetic surgery industry
is now worth 197 billion yuan ($30
billion) - up from 64.8 billion yuan
in 2015, according to iResearch.
But the rapid growth in demand
comes at a time when authorities are
concerned the nation is facing “masculinity crisis”.
-Agence France-Presse

Palestinians still free after
rare escape
JERUSALEM — It was about 1:30 a.m. Monday (6)
when the first prisoner poked his head up through a
hole in a dirt track in northeast Israel and hauled himself above ground.
Then came a second man, then a third. Within about
10 minutes, three more Palestinian prisoners had
emerged from the hole, after improbably crawling nearly 32 yards from their cell inside Gilboa prison, one of
Israel’s seven maximum-security jails.
The six militants have since vanished; in what prison
officials say is the biggest Palestinian jailbreak in 23
years.
Against the backdrop of the Jewish New Year celebrations, the escape prompted a still-fruitless manhunt
across northern Israel and the occupied West Bank, involving hundreds of police officers and soldiers at dozens of roadblocks. The incident constitutes a rare humiliation of the Israeli security establishment and has
provoked alarm about the security lapses that may have
aided the fugitives’ escape.
And it has set off a cascade of rumour and humour,
filling social media with memes comparing the escape
to the plots of Hollywood movies, as well as unconfirmed hearsay about how the militants escaped.
What is certain is that the six men left their shared
cell by removing a small part of the floor of their communal shower cubicle, video released by the prison
service showed. Then they lowered themselves into a
pre-existing subterranean cavity that extended beneath
the prison and toward its perimeter, allowing them to
evade 40 prison guards, three watchtowers, two walls,
two barbed-wire fences and a pack of sniffer dogs, said
a spokesperson for the prison service, who spoke on the
condition of anonymity to discuss the details of the escape.
At least part of their escape route was dug by the
prisoners themselves, the spokesperson added, though
military experts were still assessing the extent of their
digging, how long they took and the tools they used.
Surveillance cameras captured the men emerging from the hole in farmland southeast of the prison
around 1:30 a.m., the spokesperson said. But prison,
police and military officials were unable to confirm
widely circulated reports that the fugitives dug their
way to the surface using a spoon.
The six men were among about 5,000 Palestinians
incarcerated in Israeli prisons after being convicted or
accused of militant activity. Five are members of Palestinian Islamic Jihad, a militant Islamist group, the
prison service said.
The sixth is the most widely known, and also the odd
one out: Zakaria Zubeidi, a 45-year-old former commander in Al Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigade, an armed group
loosely linked to Fatah, the secular political party that
dominates Palestinian institutions in the West Bank.
Zubeidi became a prominent militant leader in the
second Palestinian intifada, or uprising, during the
2000s and was accused of orchestrating several terrorist attacks on Israelis but was not apprehended. He was
included in a general amnesty in 2007. About 3,000
Palestinians and 1,000 Israelis were killed in the intifada.
Zubeidi later renounced violence, turning instead to
political theatre and becoming a leader of the Freedom
Theatre in Jenin, his hometown in the northern West
Bank.
But Israeli officials investigated him again in 2019,
arresting him for alleged involvement in recent West
Bank attacks on Israeli settlers, including an attempted
murder. He was being held in Gilboa, a maximum-security jail about 4 miles north of the West Bank, pending
a trial verdict.
Four of his cellmates were long-time convicts, each
sentenced to life in jail for various terrorist offences, the
prison service said. The fifth had yet to be charged.
All six were from the Jenin area, about 10 miles
southwest of Gilboa — a fact that led Israeli commentators to question why such high-profile prisoners had
been allowed to be incarcerated so close to their families
and support network, some of whom could have helped
the prisoners plan and execute their escape.
Other lapses that may have aided the escape included
the publication of a blueprint of the prison on an architectural firm’s website; the failure of prison authorities
to switch on a jamming device that would have prevented the prisoners from communicating on mobile
phones smuggled into the prison; and the decision to
group these prisoners in the same cell, even though
three of them had been deemed a flight risk.
Security officials did not confirm reports in the Israeli
news media that a prison guard had fallen asleep in a
watchtower while the prisoners made their escape.
Among Palestinians, their escape was widely hailed
as a heroic act of resistance to Israeli occupation. Israeli
prisons cast a long shadow over Palestinian life; most
Palestinians know someone either currently or formerly
in detention.
Many Palestinians therefore celebrated a rare and
symbolic indignity for the Israeli security establishment, which directly governs more than 60% of the
West Bank and exerts some control over the rest of the
West Bank and Gaza.
“The lack of freedom we experience as Palestinians
is the reason why everyone got moved by this,” Yehia
Zubeidi, the younger brother of Zakaria Zubeidi, said in
a telephone interview. “The whole thing has to do more
with our demand for freedom than the actual escape
operation.”
The younger Zubeidi said he had not heard from his
brother since his escape, nor did he expect him to break
cover by returning home.
As of Wednesday (8) evening, the fugitives remained
at large amid fears from Israeli officials the longer they
remained free, the likelier it would be their escape could
lead to a violent confrontation. In 1987, five Islamic Jihad members also escaped from an Israeli jail, an act
that is associated with the start of the first intifada.
-New York Times
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From 4% to 45%

9/11 changed us
- Sarahbeth Maney/The New York Times

By Ivan Penn

Biden sets an ambitious
blueprint for solar energy
The Biden administration on Wednesday (8) released a blueprint showing how the nation could
move toward producing almost half of its electricity from the sun by 2050 — a potentially big
step toward fighting climate change but one that
would require vast upgrades to the electric grid.
There is little historical precedent for expanding solar energy, which contributed less than 4%
of the country’s electricity last year, as quickly as
the Energy Department outlined in a new report.
To achieve that growth, the country would have
to double the amount of solar energy installed
every year over the next four years and then double it again by 2030.
Such a large increase, laid out in the report,
is in line with what most climate scientists say
is needed to stave off the worst effects of global
warming.
It would require a vast transformation in technology, the energy industry and the way people
live.
The report is consistent with climate and energy plans laid out by Biden during his campaign
last year, when he said he wanted to bring net
planet-warming emissions from the power sector
to zero by 2035. He also wants to add hundreds of
offshore wind turbines to the seven in US waters.
And last month, he announced that he wanted
half of all new cars sold be electric by 2030 in a
White House event with executives from three
of the nation’s largest automakers — a goal that
will depend in large part on whether there will be
enough places to plug in those cars.
But it is not clear how hard the administration
will push to advance solar energy through legislation and regulations. Officials have provided
only a broad outline for how they hope to clean
up the country’s energy system and its cars and
trucks. Many details will ultimately be decided
by Congress, which is working on a bipartisan
infrastructure bill and a much larger Democratic
measure that could authorize $3.5 trillion in federal spending.
Still, the Energy Department said its calculations showed that solar panels had fallen so much
in cost that they could produce 40% of the country’s electricity by 2035 — enough to power all
American homes — and 45% by 2050.
Getting there will mean trillions of dollars in
investments by homeowners, businesses and the
government. The electric grid — built for hulking coal, natural gas and nuclear power plants —
would have to be almost completely remade with
the addition of batteries, transmission lines and
other technologies that can soak up electricity
when the sun is shining and to send it from one
corner of the country to another.
While renewable energy has grown fast, it
provides about 20% of the country’s electricity.
Natural gas and coal account for about 60%. In
February, a division of the Energy Department
projected that the share of electricity produced by
all renewable sources, including solar, wind and
hydroelectric dams, would reach 42% by 2050
based on current trends and policies.
“That kind of quick acceleration of deployment
is only going to happen through smart policy decisions,” said Abigail Ross Hopper, president of
the Solar Energy Industries Association. “That’s
the part where having a goal is important, but
having clear steps on how to get there is the issue.”
One thing going for the administration is that
the cost of solar panels has fallen substantially
over the last decade, making them the cheapest
source of energy in many parts of the country.
The use of solar and wind energy has also grown
much faster in recent years than most government and independent analysts had predicted.
“One of the things we’re hoping that people see
and take from this report is that it is affordable to
decarbonize the grid,” said Becca Jones-Albertus,
director of the Solar Energy Technology Office in
the Energy Department. “The grid will remain reliable. We just need to build.”
The administration is making the case that the
United States needs to act quickly because not
doing anything to reduce reliance on fossil fuels
also has significant costs, particularly from extreme weather linked to climate change.
-New York Times

President Biden tours an area damaged by flooding from Hurricane Ida in Manville, NJ on Tuesday (7)
By Katie Rogers and Juliet Macur

Calling ‘code red’ on climate, Biden
pushes for infrastructure plan
NEW YORK - President Joe Biden
warned Americans on Tuesday (7)
that Hurricane Ida’s lethal destruction was the sure sign of a nation
and world “in peril” from climate
change and said drastic action
would be needed to prevent extreme weather patterns from worsening.
“They all tell us this is code red,”
Biden said from a neighbourhood
in Queens, New York, referencing
scientific research that suggests
a growing number of Americans
are vulnerable to extreme weather
events. “The nation and the world
are in peril. And that’s not hyperbole. That is a fact.”
A trip through storm-battered
areas of New Jersey and New York
City gave Biden an opportunity to
show his commitment to the federal
government’s storm response and
to build support for an infrastructure package that he has promised
would help safeguard against future
storms. While he was travelling, the
White House sent Congress an urgent funding request for $14 billion
to aid recovery from natural disasters that occurred before Hurricane
Ida and to avert a government shutdown on Oct. 1.
Flanked by a number of Democratic politicians from New York,
including Sen. Chuck Schumer,
the Senate majority leader, Sen.
Kirsten Gillibrand and Gov. Kathy
Hochul, Biden said in Queens that
the bipartisan deal would include
investments to repair roads, pipes
and bridges but would also include
money to provide jobs that he said
could ultimately make the country
more climate-resistant.
“Climate change poses an existential threat to our lives, our
economy, and the threat is here,”
he said. “It’s not going to get any
better. The question is: Can it get
worse?”
The $1 trillion piece of legislation
he was there to promote was passed
by the Senate in early August and
still must pass the House, but if
enacted, it will touch nearly every
facet of the US economy and fortify
the nation’s response to the planet’s
warming.
The $3.5 trillion budget plan
Biden has proposed would go even
further in fighting climate change
but would require the support of
all 50 Senate Democrats and more
moderate members of the House.
But the White House indicated that

more money would be needed in a
faster time frame. The urgent request for funding sent to Congress
on Tuesday forecast that billions
more would be necessary to respond
to Hurricane Ida; it also included
$6.4 billion to assist the processing
of Afghan evacuees overseas and in
the United States.
Biden’s first stop of the day was
New Jersey, where he travelled with
Gov. Phil Murphy to an emergency
management training centre and
a neighbourhood in Manville, in
Somerset County, where floodwaters last week caused explosions
and fires. Ida killed at least 27 people in New Jersey — more fatalities
than in any other state — and four
people remain missing. Biden’s trip
came four days after he visited Louisiana to survey damage from the
hurricane there.
As the president made his way
from the airport into Manville, his
motorcade passed the still-smouldering remains of Saffron Banquet
Hall, a building that exploded early Friday (3) morning after being
nearly swallowed by floodwaters.
The banquet hall’s sign was still
standing, but crooked, with a torn
‘Grand Opening’ banner hanging
from it. Nearby, a spray-painted
sign held up by police tape read,
‘Help Manville Recover’.
Flooding has been a generationsold problem in Manville, a bluecollar former factory town that was
named after the company JohnsManville, which manufactured asbestos there. Regina Petrone, who
has lived there for 30 years, lost
everything in her basement when
Ida came through.
The federal government has let
Manville suffer, she said, explaining that the nearby town Bound
Brook was part of a federal flood
control project that built a series of
dikes that spared the town the devastation that Manville now faces.
An Army Corps of Engineers study
found that Manville did not meet
the cost-benefit standard for any
protection project to go forward,
and residents were stung by it.
“We’re the forgotten town,”
Petrone said. “We’re too small to
care about, evidently. So I hope
Biden does something. This has
gone on way too long.”
While Biden toured the Lost
Valley, he visited with families as
a cluster of supporters of former
President Donald Trump shout-

ed at him from a distance. “Well,
thank God you’re safe,” Biden told
one family whose home had been
destroyed by a fire.
Biden then travelled to Queens,
where several people were killed
in flooded basement apartments.
Climate change has made low-lying
dwellings particularly treacherous:
Of the 13 people found dead in New
York City from the storm, at least 11
were in basement units, according
to the city’s Department of Buildings.
Large American flags waved
above nearly every stoop on the
northeast side of 88th Street near
Astoria Boulevard in East Elmhurst
before Biden’s arrival on the block.
“He brings energy, hope. These
people need hope,” said Sergio
Bertoni, 61, gesturing toward the
homes of his neighbours. “The
president is the only person in this
moment who can help.”
Bertoni, a doorman who works
in Manhattan, said he had incurred
well over $40,000 worth of loss and
damage at the home he has owned
since 2001. The pressure from the
floodwater on the block last week
was so high it burst through the
basement door and rushed through,
leaving appliances and electronics
like computers, a washer, a dryer,
televisions and a refrigerator in ruins.
“We’re hoping anything that can
come through FEMA comes here,”
said Bertoni’s daughter, Xenia Bertoni, 27, who worked as a manager
at a physical therapy office until her
mother came down with COVID
last year. She left her job to care for
her mother, who was in a coma for
nearly five months, leaving the family with one less income.
On Monday (6), the governors
of New York and New Jersey said
that they had been granted federal
aid from the Biden administration,
which declared areas in both states
major disaster zones following the
torrential rains and catastrophic
flooding last week.
The funding, which will come
from FEMA, means that those who
have been displaced from their
homes by the storm in the approved
counties, including people who do
not have insurance coverage, will be
eligible for money for repairs. It will
also cover legal services, unemployment assistance and crisis counselling, officials from both states said.
-New York Times

By Patricia Mazzei

‘Cyber grave robbers’ accused of stealing identities of surfside condo victims
MIAMI — In the dark days following
the Champlain Towers South condominium collapse in Surfside, Florida,
the sister of Ana Ortiz, who died in the
tragedy, noticed strange financial activity in Ortiz’s accounts.
A notification that Ortiz’s mailing address had been changed. Requests for
replacement credit cards to be mailed
to a new address. Unauthorized wire
transfers. Purchases charged to her
cards.
The sister, Nicole Ortiz, notified police. It was July 9, barely two weeks after the June 24 collapse — and the day
of Ana Ortiz’s funeral.
The results of the investigation,
which grew to involve several local and
federal law enforcement agencies, were
revealed Wednesday (8), when prosecutors in Miami-Dade County announced

that they had charged three people with
stealing the identities of at least seven
Champlain Towers residents. Five of
them, including Ana Ortiz, had been
killed in the collapse. Two had survived.
“They’re professionals,” Miami-Dade
State Attorney Katherine Fernández
Rundle said in a news conference about
the three people accused of identity
theft. “It was really horrible what they
did, to prey further on the family members of the deceased.”
She called them “cyber grave robbers”.
Authorities charged Betsy Alexandra
Cacho Medina, 30, and Rodney Choute,
38, both of North Miami, and Kimberly
Michelle Johnson, 34, of Miami, with
organizing a scheme to defraud and
with multiple counts of identity fraud.
Prosecutors identified Choute as Medi-

na’s boyfriend and Johnson as her associate.
In all, the three stole at least $45,000
and attempted to steal an additional
$67,000, Fernández Rundle said.
Among the high-end purchases made
in Ana Ortiz’s name, according to an arrest affidavit for Medina, were a $1,658
Versace purse bought in Miami and a
$374 pair of Medusa sandals bought at
a Nordstrom in Aventura, Florida.
James E. Lee, chief operating officer
of the Identity Theft Resource Centre,
a non-profit organization, said identity
thieves have learned to pounce after
tragedies where people become displaced, such as the condo collapse, or
in the wake of hurricanes, wildfires and
floods.
“They have a game plan that they roll
out every time there’s an event like this,”

he said. “They will try to impersonate
someone who’s been incapacitated or
where there has been a fatality.”
In the news conference, Fernández
Rundle showed a video clip from a surveillance camera inside a Bloomingdale’s. The clip showed a woman, whom
the authorities identified as Medina,
clad in a face mask and a hat — and carrying the fraudulently purchased Versace purse — as she bought three pairs
of shoes.
Fernández Rundle also played two
audio recordings of Medina calling a
Barclays customer service line and impersonating Ana Ortiz. She requested
replacement credit cards and a personal identification number. In one of the
calls, she identified herself as a victim
of the Surfside collapse.
-New York Times

After the attacks on the World Trade Centre, Americans — and particularly New
Yorkers — were told that we needed to
go about our lives as we normally would
to demonstrate to the terrorists that they
hadn’t won.
Shop, officials told us. Go out to eat.
Travel. As our mayor then, Rudy Giuliani,
said in a speech to the United Nations a few
weeks after the attacks:
“For individuals, the most effective
course of action they can take to aid our recovery is to be determined to go ahead with
their lives. We can’t let terrorists change
the way we live. Otherwise, they will have
succeeded. In some ways, the resilience of
life in New York City is the ultimate sign of
defiance to terrorists.”
Their goal was to scare us and change us.
We had to show them that neither had happened. We had to show them.
A couple of weeks after the attack, I went
to dinner at a restaurant in the Meatpacking District, just a mile or two from ground
zero, where the massive mound of rubble
where the twin towers once stood was still
simmering. You could smell the metal in
the air.
Hugh Hefner was also at the restaurant
that night, surrounded by a group of women who looked remarkably similar. Other
women occasionally made their way from
their tables to his, smiling and laughing
and posing for pictures.
I thought for a moment: Could there be
a shoulder shrug any more symbolic and
uniquely American than Hefner hamming
it up in a banquette full of blondes? Was
this what “not letting the terrorists win”
looked like?
No, it wasn’t. This whole battle of optics
was a fiction. Of course the terrorists had
achieved their goal of forever altering us. I,
like most Americans, would have to admit
that I, too, was irrevocably changed.
Sept. 11 shattered our sense of safety, our
belief that the oceans on our coasts served
as barriers and protection against many
forms of aggression.
We lived in a free society, and it was
those very freedoms that rendered us vulnerable.
The attacks also unleashed the worst in
us. I often think about the days that followed, the rising in me of a burning desire
for vengeance, an impulse I didn’t know I
harboured and one that disturbed me.
The war hawks saw that desire for vengeance in all of us, and they salivated. This
was their chance to fight a war they wanted, a war that only just now has come to a
close.
But the attacks also made many Americans fear their neighbours — mostly Middle Eastern ones — in a way they never had
before. We had not just been attacked by
19 hijackers, but by a culture, by a religion.
Innocent Americans were made guilty by
association.
People from the Middle East were
watched, warily, and sometimes even surveilled.
People were afraid, and they projected
that fear in the worst ways. Osama bin Laden was still alive. The threat was still real.
Many people believed that another attack
was imminent.
We learned to live with this ambient fear.
It became the norm. My children were 7
and 4 on Sept. 11. They don’t remember anything before the War on Terror. But from
then on, they would face constant reminders of the new and terrifying reality we’d all
been thrown into: with moments of silence
for those who had died in the attacks, and
classmates who had lost parents. For a vast
majority of their lives, we have been in wars
that grew out of that one day’s attacks.
Yes, it changed us, fundamentally.
And as a USA Today/Suffolk University
poll released last week found, “The sense
among Americans that the Sept. 11 attacks
permanently changed life in the USA has
grown, not faded — as the 20th anniversary
of 9/11 approaches and a new peril threatens the nation.”
We are only in retrospect coming to comprehend the profundity of what happened
20 years ago, when we saw people leap to
their deaths to escape the flames — only
now coming to fully appreciate the meaning of those crumbing buildings or the
ghostly apparitions who silently trudged
home across the bridges, their bodies covered in ash.
In one meeting in The New York Times’
newsroom on the day of the attacks, I heard
an editor make the analogy that it was like
one of the arms of the city had been ripped
off. But she was wrong: This was not an
attack on a limb, but on life, on the heart
of the city and the country. Bin Laden had
showed us that he could touch us — and
make it hurt — in our centres of power.
Just 19 men armed with box cutters, willing
to give their lives, could change ours and
plunge us into a war that cost trillions of
dollars and thousands of lives.
People of my generation will never know
again what my children’s generation only
tasted: an innocence and obliviousness
about threat and danger. I am — we all are
— covered forever with a bit of the ash from
those towers.
-New York Times
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By Kassapa

Politicizing the pandemic

- EPA-EFE

Why the medical professionals are
distancing themselves from the
health ministry’s ad hoc decisions

Workers unloading essential food products at a wholesale market in Colombo on Aug 30
By N. Sathiya Moorthy

Will the food emergency trigger another social revolution?
The last time Sri Lanka faced its worst food crisis was in the post-Independence ‘50s, where the equally
fledgling communist regime in China offered the ‘rice-for-rubber’ pact
Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa’s promulgation of a ‘food emergency’ in the face of an unending forex crisis has shocked the local population
and surprised friends and adversaries, both inside
and outside the tear-drop nation. Civil society activists have also not missed out on his naming an army
officer, Major General N.D.S.P. Niwunhella, as Commissioner-General of Essential Services, to ensure a
smooth and speedy supply of essential commodities;
this is yet another instance of the militarization of
civilian administration under his regime.
The nation’s financial woes were known for years,
beginning in the time of his predecessor ‘Government of National Unity’ (GNU), under the twin leadership of President Maithripala Sirisena and Prime
Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe. Their government
added to the nation’s financial woes after promising to mitigate and reverse the trend, inherited from
predecessor President, Mahinda Rajapaksa, now
Prime Minister.
In particular, forex reserves took a continual beating as the Sri Lankan Rupee (LKR) continued to
tank over the past nearly two decades. Yet, the incumbent Gotabaya regime cannot continue to blame
the predecessor as it has had nearly two years to
rectify the situation, which, however, worsened with
the government’s inability to contain the second and
third waves of the COVID-19 pandemic, unlike the
first wave.
Before COVID, the nation suffered the economic
consequences of the previous regime’s profligacy,
worsened by political instability, which kept investors away. This was closely followed by the ‘Easter
Sunday blasts’ in 2019, which severely hit the tourism sector, one of the mainstays of the nation’s economy. The pandemic since has cut down on exports
and internal remittances from a large number of Sri
Lankans employed overseas —accounting for the
single-largest tranche of forex inflow.
Thus, Budget-2021, presented by Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa, who was also then Finance
Minister, banned import of food items, including
turmeric and chemical fertilizers, purportedly to
encourage local farmers and organic farming, but
it created more problems than solving any. The real
idea was to save that much on forex-outflow, but
the urgent, unplanned import-ban caused multiple
crises at different levels, from the farm to the food
table. But President Gotabaya refused to budge, irrespective of the economic realities.
Government supporters hoped the induction of
another Rajapaksa brother, Basil Rajapaksa, as Finance Minister in the place of PM Mahinda, would
help even as the ‘power transfer’ caused raised eyebrows in many circles.
Between them, Mahinda as President and Basil as
his Economic Advisor, they had pushed up the GDP
to record levels even at the height of the LTTE war at
the end of the last decade.

That magic touch has been missing this time as
President Gotabaya stuck to political and economic
dogmatism drilled in by his ideological aides. People
soon found that Gotabaya might be an able military
strategist, but he may not be a competent political
and economic administrator despite his sweeping
presidential poll victory and his SLPP’s parliamentary sweep, only months later.

‘Rice for Rubber’ Pact
The presidential declaration on food emergency
and accompanying order to put down hoarding of
essentials like rice and sugar was closely preceded
by Finance Minister Basil announcing the release of
massive stocks held up in the Colombo Port, both
owing to lockdowns and also the intransigent attitude of importers at claiming concessions where
they were not due.
Hoarding and black marketing have been used
for both commercial exploitation and as a political
tool to embarrass the government in power. Ahead
of the 2015 presidential polls that he lost to other
causes, President Mahinda stored 25,000 tonnes
of Bangladesh rice for market intervention should
political-hoarding be used to mess with his candidacy? Recently, the government claims to have seized
10,000-plus tonnes of sugar from three wholesalers.
Their motives remain unclear.
The government has also announced massive
penalties for hoarders but that may not be enough to
end food-panic and long queues at retail-stores. The
situation can ease only if the government pumps in
more forex into the system after private banks shut
doors on importer-customers of long years, or fasttracks International Monetary Fund (IMF) loans,
which it decided to seek, rather belatedly.
Including Sri Lanka, Third World nations have
felt that IMF conditionalities that require national
tight-belting does not sit well with the people, and
hence are uncomfortable for elected governments,
which, however, cannot resist it. Sections of Sri Lankan polity, economists, and civil society have not
stopped blaming late President J.R. Jayewardene
for ushering in ‘market capitalism’ in the late seventies for the nation’s continuing economic ills, which
were, at times, perceived to be more than intervening ‘socialist intervention’.
The government’s ability to import large quantities of food material, starting with rice and sugar but
against long-term repayment arrangements seems
to be the only alternative. Possibly all of Sri Lanka’s
essential food items have to come from the rest of
South Asia, or East and South-East Asia. The last
time the nation faced its worst food crisis was in the
post-Independence ‘50s, where the equally fledgling
communist regime in China offered the ‘rice-forrubber’ pact.
The pact involved China exporting rice to
drought-hit Sri Lanka, then Ceylon, at lower than

international prices and importing rubber from the
other at higher prices than in the global market. The
Sri Lankan State and its citizens have not stopped
thanking China enough for that distant gesture.
Hence, the continuing bonding with China, despite
being ensnared in the ‘debt-trap’ with the more recent ‘Hambantota accord’.
It is anybody’s guess why the Rajapaksa regime,
which the international community believes is sold
out on China, has not tapped that route for increasing the food stock this time. It is not unlikely that
in the face of the more recent controversies attending on the China-funded Colombo Port City project,
the government may seek concessional food imports
from other nations before declaring that Beijing
alone was considerate, as it was while selling jet
fighters to fight the LTTE in the ‘90s, without quoting a price or seeking down payment.

Looking South for cue
On the domestic front, the food shortages accompanying the long shadow of the forex crisis and
COVID ‘mismanagement’—as the Opposition has
accused the government of—is sure to affect the ruling Rajapaksas’ popularity.
More importantly, socialists and internal security experts should be watching south to see if the
current crises and the failures of successive governments over the past decades could trigger a ‘social
revolution’, including one of the majority SinhalaBuddhist kind.
As may be recalled, in an era of global socialist
upswing, the majority Sinhala youth in the south of
the country had rebelled under the infant Janatha
Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP), a breakaway left grouping founded by Rohana Wijeweera, a medical dropout from Lumumba University, Moscow.
The two ‘JVP insurgencies’ of 1971 and 1989 witnessed security agencies massacring Sinhala boys
and girls in the reproductive age group in thousands.
India directly helped the government to quell the
first insurgency. The presence of the Indian PeaceKeeping Force (IPKF), which ended up taking on the
LTTE in the North and the East, freed Sri Lankan
troops to put down the second JVP insurgency.
Post-insurgency, the LTTE’s emergence as an international terror group without parallel helped the
nation to focus away from the South. However, successive governments since have neither convinced
anyone about their sincerity in addressing common
man’s problems nor have they convinced themselves
that there won’t be another social upheaval and uprising of the earlier kind with national and family
economy as the main focus as seen during the JVP
past—but with a new faceless crop of youth lending
leadership.
-N. Sathiya Moorthy is a Distinguished Fellow
and Head of ORF’s Chennai Initiative, where this
article was originally featured

By Basil Fernando

With the battlefront shifting from the streets to the homes

How will an all-powerful president deal with a women’s revolt?
While Sri Lanka is faced with many
crises, the President has acquired the
powers to act under the National Security Law by taking emergency powers into his hands. Will that contribute
to the country’s ever deepening crises
or will the situation aggravate, as all
power is taken away from everyone
else except the President?
However, the issue depends on how
we look at these many crises. The government seems to look at the economic
crisis purely as a dollar crisis, meaning
not having enough dollars in hand to
pay back the foreign loans or for other
business purposes like dealing with
imports.
However, the average citizen looks
at the economic crisis as essentially
a crisis of the unavailability of food
at affordable prices. For the citizens,
it means sacrificing part of his/her
meals for himself/herself and also for
his/her family. It means less calories
to survive with. And it is no longer an
unusual occurrence for someone to appear on a television show, telling an interviewer that some days they live only
on water.
A recent survey done by a British think tank has ranked Sri Lanka
among the first five countries with
the least amount of food available for
citizens at affordable prices. According

to the report, the average Sri Lankan
wage earner spends over 66% of what
he/she earns on food alone for himself
or herself. And with the rest, the families have to be looked after and others need to be attended to. What the
report has taken into consideration is
only the situation of wage earners who
constitute the vast number of people in
Sri Lanka who do not get a fix salary.
For them, the situation is much worse.
Among those who are worse hit are
also those who engage in agricultural
production. Thus, for all these people,
the economic crisis simply means having less to eat.
Then comes the problem of COVID-19. For the entire country, and particularly for 65% of the people who are
in the lowest levels of economic capacity, COVID-19 simply means a threat
to their lives. They cannot afford any
of the things that are required to keep
social distancing in order to avoid the
infection and also to get whatever
medical care they need in case they
become victims of the virus. Thus, to
them an economic crisis in terms of
health, means the inability to afford
the basic health care.
To these and many similar problems, the solution that has been proposed and received approval from Parliament is to empower the President

with emergency powers. In essence,
emergency powers mean the power
that is handed over to a single individual, subordinating all others to that
power.
The crises require collective efforts.
But collective efforts are possible only
in an atmosphere within which many
people take many initiatives in many
different ways. To take initiatives,
people should feel they have a certain
amount of power in their own hands
with which they could exercise their
responsibilities for themselves and
their community.
When the power is only in the hands
of one person, that person, whoever
he/she may be, becomes the most isolated person in that community. This
isolation is an unavoidable part of possessing sole power.
It would be a matter of prudence
for anyone who deals with the holder
of such power to keep great distances
in a way so as not to offend the holder
of the power, by creating any impression the non-holders of power also
take initiatives and do whatever they
think is the right thing to do in order
to contribute to resolve the problems,
which has in fact affected the society as
a collective.
Thus, by taking up emergency powers, the President may have gained

more power on paper. But, in reality,
he has weakened his capacity to lead
and to act.
Now, the President has one great
enemy to deal with that is the women
of Sri Lanka. It is women who have to
manage the budgets of their families
with the less availability of food at affordable prices.
Can the President deal with women’s revolts with the use of emergency
powers?
If the President uses his powers
to impose further sacrifices, which
would make people even less capable
of affording food, heath care and child
care, the President will have to deal
with the women’s anger.
Women have seen through the
craziness of the system that has created all these problems. They cry out
against the colossal mismanagement
of the country and the losses created
by corruption and carelessness.
The battlefront has shifted from the
streets to the homes.
- Basil Fernando is a
Hong Kong based Sri Lankan
jurist, author, poet, human rights
activist, editor of Article 2 and
Ethics in Action, and a prolific
writer, associated with Asian
Human Rights Commission and
Asian Legal Resource centre

The medical profession, once considered immune from
political manipulation, is slowly but surely being coerced
into agreeing to political decisions taken by the government.
Many in the profession are aghast at this blatant interference but some doctors have been brave enough to stand
up and take a stance.
This week, Dr. Ananda Wijewickrama, senior consultant physician attached to the Infectious Diseases Hospital
(IDH) resigned from the Inter-collegiate Technical Committee of the Director-General of Health Services. Dr.
Wijewickrama was a key player in the battle against pandemic in the country and helped prepare the IDH to meet
the challenges of tacking COVID-19, when it first emerged
in the country early last year.
Shortly afterwards, Dr. Asoka Gunaratne, a senior consultant anaesthetist, also stepped down from the same
Technical Committee. Dr. Gunaratne served in the committee by virtue of being the President of the College of
Anaesthesiologists and Intensivists.
Both doctors, highly respected in the medical profession for their professionalism and integrity, have been
reluctant to speak publicly about the reasons for their resignations. “I am a government servant, I am not supposed
to talk to the press,” Dr. Wijewickrama said. “I decided to
leave the Committee as I felt that I will not be contributing anything fruitful to the Committee anymore,” Dr. Gunaratne said.
The resignations come in the wake of reports that the
government decided to utilize the much sought after Pfizer vaccine among the 20–29 year age group in the Hambantota district. Why Hambantota was chosen for the roll
out was a question that was being asked by many as the
prevalence of coronavirus infections there was much less
than in more populous districts such as Colombo, Gampaha and Kalutara.
It is also understood that medical experts, firmly of
the view that priority in vaccination should be accorded
to older age groups who are considered to be more susceptible to complications, serious illness and death due
to COVID-19, were surprised and baffled by government
decision.
The experts are of the view that if their specialist professional opinions are not given due consideration, and
decisions are taken in an arbitrary manner, no purpose
is being served by their presence in committees that purportedly advise the government.
Sports Minister Namal Rajapaksa, who also represents
the Hambantota district in Parliament, attempted to deflect the issue stating that the decision to allocate vaccines
are taken by health officials, but no health official took
responsibility for the decision nor were they able to offer
a rationale as to why Hambantota was the chosen district.
Even the Government Medical Officers Association
(GMOA) which has maintained a deafening silence when
the government took many a questionable decision in
managing the virus spread questioned the move.
The government had also previously implemented a
plan to immunize the public in Kandy with the Sputnik
vaccine, after obtaining a consenting letter agreeing to a
single dose of the vaccine. This decision too was frowned
upon by the medical community as it was considered
both unprofessional and unethical. The newly appointed
health minister represents the Kandy electoral district
in Parliament. A few months ago, two other experts, top
immunologist Prof. Neelika Malavige of the University of
Sri Jayewardenepura and Prof. A. Pathmeswaran of the
Kelaniya University resigned from the Vaccine Advisory
Expert Committee. This followed pressure brought on
them to approve the Sinovac vaccine without the relevant
data being available. At the time, Professor Malavige, who
has won numerous international awards for her research
work, cited ‘personal’ reasons for her resignation.
In March this year, then Chairman of the National
Medicines Regulatory Authority (NMRA), Professor Asita
de Silva, a professor of Pharmacology at the University
of Kelaniya, resigned. This was after an attempt by State
Minister of Production, Supply, and Regulation of Pharmaceuticals Prof. Channa Jayasumana to remove four
members of the NMRA, including highly acclaimed professionals known for their impartiality. Professor De Silva
refused to do so, instead submitting his own resignation.
More recently former Director of the Medical Research
Institute, Dr. Jayaruwan Bandara was summoned to the
Criminal Investigations Department (CID) to explain
statements he had made to the media. Dr. Bandara had
publicly criticized the high price of the Rapid Antigen
Tests for the corona virus being marketed in the country
and had also questioned several aspects of the government’s COVID-19 management strategy.
While these incidents have all occurred in the context
of COVID-19 related issues, the government’s strategy of
browbeating the medical profession was in evidence well
before that. In November last year, the then health minister sacked five members of the apex body that governs
the medical profession, the Sri Lanka Medical Council
(SLMC). Among those sacked were Professor Harendrade
Silva and Professor Narada Warnasuriya, two eminent
paediatricians of unimpeachable integrity who held senior positions in universities. This was the first time in the
history of the SLMC that a minister had intervened and
dismissed members of the Council.
All these events point to an established pattern of intimidation and harassment of the medical profession by
the powers that be. Now, they wish to conduct the battle
against the coronavirus pandemic in their own way: sidelining professionals, maximizing profits for their cronies
and politicizing the pandemic for their own advantage regardless of the medical advice.
This is what has led to the current plight of the country,
with over 10,000 lives being lost, most of them in the past
few months because political leaders continued to ignore
medical advice to lockdown the country in a timely manner. Even now, the so-called ‘lockdown’ is nothing but a
sham with shops open for businesses and plenty of traffic
on the roads with not a policeman in sight.
With such blatant disregard for scientific and medical
advice, it is little wonder that respected clinicians are resigning from committees - being doctors, they don’t want
blood on their hands!
This article was originally featured on
counterpoint.lk
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- Mazhar Ali Khan/AP

Muslim Americans’
‘seismic change’

Osama bin Laden pictured in 1998
By Jason Burke

Al-Qaida: The terror group that
learned the secret of longevity
Twenty years after 9/11, 33 years after it was first conceived, and against all the odds,
the terrorist group survives
In the summer of 1988, a dozen or so men gathered in the sweltering Pakistani frontier town of
Peshawar. Across the border in Afghanistan, the
war was reaching a bloody climax, as hundreds
of thousands of local mujahideen took on the Soviet occupiers and their local auxiliaries.
The men, who probably met in one of the
guesthouses that acted as offices and hostels for
foreign visitors to Peshawar, were all from the
Middle East. Most had been in Pakistan for several years but had played only a very marginal
role in the bloody war raging to the west. But a
handful had been with their de facto leader, a
wealthy Saudi Arabian called Osama bin Laden,
when he had fought off a Soviet attack on a base
inside Afghanistan a year earlier.
They had come together to discuss various issues – administrative problems with the flow of
financial and other aid from the Gulf, personal
rivalries with senior leaders of the so-called
‘Afghan Arabs’ based in Peshawar, and much
more. But they also wanted to talk over a new
project: the creation of a unit of committed and
experienced Islamist fighters who could deploy
to wherever Muslims needed their protection.
The group would also be a vanguard who could
attract further recruits and spread the radical
views of its adherents. Its name would be alQaida.
Thirteen years later, al-Qaida and Bin Laden
would be responsible for the 9/11 attacks on
New York and Washington, which caused 3,000
deaths. These led to Bush administration’s war
on terror, the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq,
a manhunt that led to the death of Bin Laden in
2011, and a multitude of seismic global consequences. Not since 1914, when the assassination
of Archduke Ferdinand triggered the First World
War, had a single attack by a single terrorist
group had such an impact.
Twenty years after that attack, and al-Qaida is
very much still with us. Research suggests that
individual terrorist groups usually survive for
between five and 10 years, or even less, so this
is an undoubted achievement. To enjoy such
longevity in the face of the most expensive, technologically-advanced and expansive effort ever
made against a single group is more astonishing
still. No one on this tragic anniversary is predicting the end of al-Qaida. So how have they done
it?
The first obvious advantage enjoyed by al-Qaida has been the failures and weaknesses of its
adversaries. The group’s propaganda has sought
to portray local governments across the Islamic
world as corrupt, incompetent, repressive and
exclusive. This is not unfair criticism, and so
makes al-Qaida’s argument that these flaws are
due to a rejection of the true path shown by the
holy texts and traditions of Islam resonate more
easily.
The errors of those directing the campaign
against al-Qaida have also helped enormously.
In 2002, al-Qaida had lost its safe haven in Afghanistan and many of its members had been
killed. The rest were scattered in neighbouring
countries or on the run further afield. For two
years after the 9/11 attack, as Osama bin Laden
moved from safe house to safe house in Pakistan,
al-Qaida was effectively rudderless. Though
criminally indiscriminate, the CIA’s dragnet did
bring in some major figures, and operations elsewhere scooped up many more.
But bellicose rhetoric, a failure to understand
the diffuse and ideological nature of the threat
and above all the invasion of Iraq restored the
group’s fortunes. It distracted the attention of
US policymakers and the resources of its security agencies.
The war to oust Saddam Hussein, justified in
part by a fallacious link between al-Qaida and
the Iraqi regime, appeared to vindicate many
of Bin Laden’s arguments and prompted a vast
surge of anger across the Islamic world. It also
opened a new front, which allowed al-Qaida to
get back in the fight. It did not allow al-Qaida to
win, however.

The wave of violence unleashed by militants
through the middle of the post-9/11 decade
aimed to terrorise enemies, radicalize existing
members and mobilize new support. It may have
achieved the first two goals – at least in part –
but not the third. As each new campaign erupted
in the Middle East – in Iraq, Jordan, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia – the extremists lost any sympathy among the general population. By 2010, Bin
Laden was so concerned about how the repeated
massacres of other Muslims had tarnished the
al-Qaida brand that he pondered changing its
name – and sent out fierce injunctions to subordinates to dial down the violence. Once again,
the pendulum was swinging against al-Qaida,
but it would swing back again.
But 2011 was particularly bad for the group.
Bin Laden was killed in a US Special Forces raid
on his home in the northern Pakistani town of
Abbottabad, and half a dozen other senior figures in the organization died or were detained
too.
In the weeks before his death Bin Laden worried that he, his organization and their thinking
had been marginalized by the upheaval of the
Arab spring. The crowds in Cairo’s Tahrir square
and elsewhere in the Middle East were shouting
for democracy, not for a rigorous Islamic regime.
In the end it was Bin Laden’s successor, Ayman
al-Zawahiri, an older Egyptian former paediatrician and veteran extremist who found a way to
exploit the sudden chaos, and restore al-Qaida’s
fortunes.
Zawahiri had an undistinguished career as an
extremist leader, lacked charisma and was not
well liked within either al-Qaida or the broader
jihadist movement. But he immediately demonstrated an unsuspected strategic talent and ability to learn the lessons of previous decades. The
main innovation of Bin Laden in the late 1990s
had been to direct its full resources against the
‘far enemy’ – the US and the west – not the ‘near
enemy – local governments in the Middle East’.
Bin Laden’s first ventures in this direction had
come when he had targeted US forces in Yemen
in 1991, but matured seven years later with massive, lethal attacks on US embassies in Kenya
and Tanzania swiftly followed by a maritime
strike against a US warship in the Gulf of Aden.
These efforts culminated in the 9/11 attacks,
which were deeply controversial within his organization and opposed by many of its secondary leaders.
Zawahiri turned away from this strategy, making it clear that the far enemy was no longer a
priority, partly because such attacks had become
much harder and partly because of the response
they would be likely to provoke. He also moved
al-Qaida away from its doctrine of ‘only jihad’,
stressing the importance of building ties with local communities across the Islamic world which
felt under threat.
If al-Qaida could provide protection, security,
even governance, then it could build grassroots
support and extend its reach. The new strategy
soon brought results, bringing new influence
and recruits in the Sahel, East Africa, Yemen and
in Afghanistan, where a new effort was made to
build ties with the Taliban, which would be of
crucial importance a decade later.
Then, in 2014, a new challenge emerged: a
breakaway group which rejected Zawahiri’s authority entirely. It first called itself the Islamic
State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), then, once it had
seized a swath of land across those two countries
and announced the establishment of a caliphate,
simply Islamic State (IS).
This could have been a disaster for al-Qaida.
Islamic State was much quicker to exploit the
opportunities offered by the stunning spread of
social media and smartphones, and appeared to
have already achieved the long-term goal that alQaida had been striving towards. But the brutality of the newcomers, combined with Zawahiri’s
more pragmatic strategy, combined to give alQaida the makeover Bin Laden had pondered
before his death.

Compared to Islamic State’s spectacular sadism, even al-Qaida seemed less bloodthirsty. A
key text for both groups was a manual to jihad
ambiguously entitled ‘The Management of Savagery’. The two interpreted its advice differently.
Islamic State and its growing number of affiliates
believed the title suggested the uses of extreme
brutality while al-Qaida thought it meant the
need to control violence. As Bin Laden had done,
Zawahiri also steered his organization away
from both the sectarianism and the apocalyptic
millenarianism of its rival. When Islamic State’s
caliphate collapsed in 2019, al-Qaida was well
positioned to claim the leadership of the global
jihadist movement once again. It has not done
this yet – and Islamic State still contests the role,
sometimes violently – but has regained much
ground. The fall of Afghanistan to its long-term
allies, the Taliban, has provided a further boost.
Ten days after the Taliban seized Kabul, alQaida issued a statement congratulating the
movement on its “great victory against the crusader alliance”, an echo of the first declarations
of war on the west broadcast by Bin Laden 25
years before. This was on behalf of all Muslims,
and a “prelude to the liberation of Palestine …
the Levant, Somalia, Yemen, Kashmir”, the
group said, underlining its global ambitions but
also local focus. For the al-Qaida leadership, “the
defeat of the US places the global jihad into a
new phase”.
It is too early to tell if this last statement is
true. But we can guess one thing.
Al-Qaida has survived 33 years because it
has evolved. Throughout its bloody history, it
has changed with the times. Despite the grand
ambitions of its founders, the organization was
originally parochial in its focus, with Saudi Arabia, Bin Laden’s birthplace, prominent among
its targets. To propagate its ideology, it sought
to execute massive attacks that would get the attention of traditional media, then the sole way
to reach a mass audience. Al-Qaida then turned
on the far enemy and prosecuted a truly worldspanning campaign through a decade and a half
that was characterised everywhere by unprecedented globalization.
Their communications strategy was re-engineered to match the new capabilities of satellite
networks, and the group took full advantage of
the now ubiquitous internet to assist with management of a sprawling organization and attack
planning. Over the last 10 years, as that wave of
globalization has ebbed in the face of economic
crises and resistance to the erosion of cultural
identities, al-Qaida has evolved again, pivoting neatly to something much more local – and
understood that in the new media environment,
complex plots work less well than “leaderless”
attacks inspired through social media.
The Arabic word chosen as a name for the
group back in the late 1980s suggested many
things: an organizing principle or the solid foundations of a building are two possible interpretations – but above all a military base. This was
how these men had referred to the fortified camp
from which they had just repulsed the Soviets in
the first true battle of their campaign. It was also
how irregular fighters and armies had referred
to strongholds for much longer, both in Afghanistan and across much of the Islamic world. The
difference was that al-Qaida would not be a mere
geographical location, but an international, ideological aspiration.
The chances of fulfilling this ambition of creating a vanguard of Islamic fighters who will raise
the Muslim world in a vast uprising against unbelieving local rulers and the west too remain
extremely slim and the prospects for those still
committed to the project unclear. Zawahiri is ailing, or maybe already dead, and no one knows
who his successor might be or what he might do.
But history suggests that to write off al-Qaida,
even after 33 years, would be very optimistic.
-Jason Burke is the Johannesburg-based
Africa correspondent of the Guardian, where
this article was originally featured

When Sylvia Chan-Malik reflects on the aftermath of
Sept. 11, she has two starkly different personal memories from the trauma.
She recalls the strangers yelling epithets at her and
her young daughters on their way to Eid prayers. But
she also thinks of her daughters, now teenagers, seeing Hasan Minhaj, the Muslim comedian, at a sold-out
theatre and reading novels about Muslim girls like
themselves.
“It has caused incredible violence and pain and
trauma, but it has also created incredible possibility
and hope and new forms of community,” Chan-Malik,
associate professor of American studies at Rutgers
University, said of Sept. 11. “It absolutely changed everything.”
For 20 years, the tragedy of that day has transformed American Muslim life in deep and conflicting
ways. The terrorist attacks unleashed a deluge of antiMuslim hate and misinformation that persists today.
In 2016, Americans elected a president with an
anti-Muslim platform, and a surge in violence against
American Muslims led a rise in hate crimes against all
groups.
Yet the struggle birthed a generation determined to
define their place in American life on their own terms,
in ways that were unfathomable 20 years ago. Last
year, Ramy Youssef won a Golden Globe Award for his
portrayal of a young New Jersey man struggling with
his identity.
Americans elected Muslims to Congress for the first
time, starting with Keith Ellison and André Carson, African American converts; and then Rashida Tlaib, the
daughter of Palestinian immigrants; and Ilhan Omar,
a refugee from Somalia who successfully challenged
the 181-year rule banning headwear in the House
chamber.
Islam has been part of the American story since enslaved African Muslims first arrived, but the past 20
years have forced a coming of age with sweeping public
awareness, said Zeenat Rahman, executive director of
the Institute of Politics at the University of Chicago.
“I’m not sure we’d have gotten here as quickly had it
not been for the relentless microscope,” she said. “This
is not just about one community. This is about what
this one community teaches us about who we are as
Americans.”
Since Sept. 11, the Muslim population in the United
States, one of the country’s most diverse, about doubled to about 3.5 million in 2017, according to the
Pew Research Centre. About three-quarters of Muslim
adults in America are immigrants or children of immigrants.
Twenty years ago, African American Muslims were
among the most visible and had an established public voice, especially through the civil rights movement.
The fallout from the Sept. 11 attacks opened their relationship with immigrant communities who shared
their religion as they helped them navigate the tumultuous landscape, said Plemon El-Amin, imam emeritus of the Atlanta Masjid of Al-Islam, a predominantly
African American mosque that started in the 1970s.
With the resulting wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and
the registries and surveillance of people from Muslim
countries, “the greatest hurt of all of this has been on
the Muslim world,” he said.
Change and pain remain woven together. After an
arson attack destroyed the Islamic Centre of Cape
Girardeau in Missouri last year, flowers and letters
poured in, said Tahsin Khalid, who moved to the US
from Pakistan 30 years ago. Some local churches offered their buildings for temporary worship.
For the past 20 years in Mesa, Arizona, Rana Singh
Sodhi has devoted his life to teaching others about his
Sikh spirituality. His brother Balbir Singh Sodhi, who
wore a turban, was shot to death at his Chevron gas
station four days after Sept. 11 by a man who wrongly
assumed he was Muslim. He worries about growing
anti-Asian violence.
“Who do you think are Americans?” Sodhi asked.
“People need to understand, this nation does not belong to one colour, one person, one religion.”
Much work remains to dismantle the anti-Muslim
industry, said Farah Brelvi, an interim executive director of Muslim Advocates, a civil rights legal organization formed in the wake of Sept. 11. Former President
Donald Trump gained prominence through the “trifecta of anti-Muslim bigotry, which is anti-immigrant,
anti-Black and anti-Muslim,” she said.
And, she added, there is a correlation of “hysteria”
between the dozens of states that introduced legislation against sharia law and the recent rise of similar
measures against critical race theory, which argues
that historical patterns of racism are ingrained in US
law and other modern institutions.
Sept. 11 brought about a “seismic change” for American Muslims’ personal psychological existence, said
Farah Pandith, adjunct senior fellow at the Council
on Foreign Relations, who served as the country’s
first special representative to Muslim communities in
2009. All at once, what it meant to be Muslim was defined by other people, she said, and persistent hostility
took a tremendous mental health toll.
Today, Muslim schoolchildren are being asked to
explain Osama bin Laden, she said. “You are seeing
the scaling of hate, the rising of a fear-based narrative
around Islam,” she said.
For Asmaa Abdeldaiem, 19, who grew up in Crown
Point, Indiana, the fear she felt after Trump’s election
was similar to what she imagined that her parents,
who immigrated from Egypt, must have felt after the
Sept. 11 attacks.
She described being born into a world without a
sense of belonging. Every year, she hoped the Sept. 11
anniversary would fall on a weekend so she didn’t have
to be at school and feel embarrassed or guilty as the
only Muslim person in her class.
“For a lot of people, the first thing they are ever going to know about me is the fact that I am Muslim,” she
said. “It’s a lot of weight to carry.”
-New York Times
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By Sameer Yasir

Papa and Scarface

Ghulam Mohammad Bhat, who writes under the pen name Madhosh Balhami, reads and composes poetry in secret on the Jhelum
River in the disputed Kashmir region between India and Pakistan, Aug. 2, 2021. Harsh measures against dissent have trickled
down to practitioners of the region’s poetic traditions, with many saying they have been told to stop

As Kashmir crackdown endures,
poets stifle their verses
BALHAMA, Kashmir — As the sun slipped
behind the Himalayas, the poet picked his
way down to the rocky riverbed. He looked
left and right to make sure nobody was
watching. Then, to the burbling water, he
began to read:
Each word spoken here
meets censors and checks
Yesterday the ones
sermonizing on dignity
Have today rude daggers
kissing their necks.
All his life, Ghulam Mohammad Bhat has
read the poetry of resistance to anybody
who would listen. During the mid-1990s
peak of the insurgency in his home of Kashmir, the starkly beautiful land long claimed
by both India and Pakistan, he sang eulogies for militants at their funerals.
For that, the local government dragged
him to detention centres, where he wrote
poetry and read it to fellow detainees after
they were hung by their wrists and forced to
stare at high-voltage lamps. All he needed,
he said, was a pen and a piece of paper.
Now, more than two decades later, Bhat
— who writes under the pen name Madhosh
Balhami — reads and composes poetry in
secret.
“In the last 30 years, I have never seen
this kind of suppression,” he said. “There
is silence everywhere, as if the silence is the
best cure for our present crisis.”
Indian forces now keep the largely Muslim region under a tight grip. New Delhi
poured additional soldiers into Kashmir two
years ago as it stripped the region of about 8
million people of its semi-autonomy.
And in cracking down on free expression,
the authorities have muzzled the region’s
poets, practitioners of a centuries-long tradition. Three Kashmiri poets told The New
York Times that they were questioned recently for hours by police officers for speaking to journalists.
In interviews, more than a dozen others
said increased surveillance has left them
with no choice but to stop writing resistance
poetry or forced them to read it in places
far from the gazing eyes of the agents of the
state.
“We are not allowed to breathe until and
unless we breathe as per the rules and the
wishes of the government,” said Zabirah,
a Kashmiri poet who uses only one name.
“The silencing of voices, the freedom to
speak and vent grievances, all is gone, and
it is suffocating.”
Zabirah now takes inspiration from Kashmir’s military checkpoints, bristling with
soldiers and endless roadblocks:
The pathways leading to and from
my worn-out heart are sealed
with concertina wire
Stay put till the heart rebels
we will both escape one day
and leave behind a vibrant nation
The Indian government, which has grown
weary of the region’s persistent violence,

has argued that it can better guarantee individual rights by taking firm control and said
it has a plan to reinvigorate the regional
economy. Officials in Kashmir did not respond to requests for comment.
Nirmal Singh, a top leader of India’s ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and former deputy chief minister of Jammu and
Kashmir, the formal name for the Indiacontrolled territory, said officials want to
curb the separatist activities that have long
flourished in the Kashmir valley.
“Be it poets or anyone else, questioning
India’s territorial integrity will not be allowed. If you speak about azadi or Pakistan,
that will not be allowed,” said Singh, referring to the Kashmir term for independence.
“You can speak anything within the limits
of the Indian constitutional framework. Nobody will be stopped.”
Local officials have taken a tough stance
on where those limits lie. Journalists are
told what to write, and some have been
barred from flying out of the country. The
police have threatened to slap anti-terrorism charges on reporters who tweet about
conditions there.
Since 2019, more than 2,300 people have
been jailed under sedition and anti-terrorism laws, which criminalized such activities
as raising slogans or posting political messages on social media, according to one Indian media outlet.
Even peaceful protests are quickly
stopped by police. On Aug. 5, the second
anniversary of India’s crackdown, many
Kashmiri shopkeepers locked their doors in
protest. Then in Srinagar, Kashmir’s summer capital, plainclothes men armed with
long iron rods and blades began cutting the
locks on the doors and gates of shuttered
shops, forcing owners to return.
The police appeared with the men cutting the locks and did nothing to stop them.
Asked by a reporter why the police were
there, one officer said they were protecting
shopkeepers. Another shooed journalists
away.
Kashmir has long stood as a crossroads
between the Hindu and Muslim worlds.
Its poetry reflects that rich history and celebrates the land’s ivory-tipped mountaintops, crystalline lakes and dazzling wildflower fields.
But for centuries, Kashmir’s poets and
politics have been intertwined. Lal Ded,
an influential poet who wrote in the 1300s,
has been claimed by Hindus and Muslims
alike. A 14th-century mystic, Sheikh Noorud-Din, used his writing to spread Islam as
well as his idea regarding social reform and
individual mores in Kashmiri society.
Agha Shahid Ali, a Kashmiri American
poet who died in 2001, brought contemporary recognition to the region’s poetic traditions — and used the violence of the 1990s
uprising as inspiration:
I am writing to you from your
far-off country.
Far even from us who live here
Where you no longer are.
Everyone carries his

address in his pocket
At least his body will reach home.
The militants sought full independence
from India, sparking years of violence. Although the fighting eventually ebbed, separatists have lingered in the region for years
and enjoyed support among large parts of
the population.
Then a suicide bombing killed more
than 40 Indian soldiers and a subsequent
military clash between Indian and Pakistan
erupted near their disputed Kashmir border, leading to New Delhi’s crackdown in
the summer of 2019.
On a recent afternoon, Zeeshan Jaipuri,
26, a Kashmiri poet, sat with his friends inside the ruins of a fort overlooking Srinagar,
reading verses inspired by years of violence:
Riding on the domain’s fierce winds,
the clamouring heart
Went around dejected seasons.
Saw the blood of yearning
here and there.
Found restless hearts here and there.
Found every speck drowned
in mourning.
Jaipuri, grandson of a famous Kashmiri
poet, grew embittered in 2010, when a teargas canister killed his 17-year-old neighbour. He grew to hate his school textbooks,
which portrayed Kashmir as a happy tourist
place.
Still, he said, artists and poets in past
years did not need to struggle so hard to
find places to express themselves.
“Now we read our poetry to ourselves, or
to a few close friends,” Jaipuri said. “Our
throats are pressed because the government
doesn’t want us to breathe in fresh air.”
Conflict, too, had touched Bhat, the poet
who writes as Madhosh Balhami. In early
2018, militants pushed their way into his
home. Indian soldiers arrived to battle
them.
He lost his house and more than 1,000
pages of poetry. Watching the flames, he
said later, felt like watching his own body
burn.
Later, he wrote:
The tyranny that Kashmir has
had to endure
Deserves never ever be forgotten,
be unknown
Inside our hearts enshrouded
we have kept
Wounds, as such, too ugly to be shown
Today he keeps his poems largely to himself. Over the past two years, the police had
summoned him several times and told him
he was trying to sow discord.
In these times, he said, silence is golden.
“Fingers are not trembling, but the brain
says no,” Bhat said as he sat on the bank of
the river, wary of the sight of others. “India
has largely prevailed to choke our voices,
but the cry of freedom inside our hearts will
remain. It will not die.”
-New York Times
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Al Capone’s possessions, now for sale,
show two sides of the gangster

A hand-coloured photograph of Al Capone
at age 27 with his son in Hot Springs, Ark.,
circa 1925
The first items listed for sale on the auction site listing the possessions of Al Capone portray a loving family man.
There is a black-and-white picture of him and his mother beaming at each other. Then there is a gilt-framed picture of the mobster
with his arm around his only child, Albert Francis, both of them
nattily dressed in fedoras and crisp suit jackets.
Keep scrolling through the possessions for sale on the Witherell’s
Auction House website, however, and more sinister items appear,
reminding potential buyers that while Capone might have been
known as Papa to his grandchildren, he was also a violent mob boss,
the man believed to have ordered the St. Valentine’s Day Massacre,
in which seven men were killed in a Chicago garage by gangsters
posing as police officers.
The collection, called ‘A Century of Notoriety: The Estate of Al
Capone’, also features several of his firearms, including a 1911 Colt
.45 pistol, described as Capone’s favourite. Live bidding won’t open
until Oct. 8, but there are already two six-figure offers for the Colt,
said Brian Witherell, founder of Witherell’s, in Sacramento, California.
It is a sign of the continued fascination with a mobster who has
been dead for more than 70 years.
“This is going to be a big one,” Witherell said. “We’ve been at this
long enough to know what gets traction, but this is exceeding our
highest expectations.”
Capone, known as Scarface, died of complications from a stroke
and pneumonia in January 1947 in his villa in Palm Island, Florida.
He was 48.
His possessions remained in the family and eventually went to
the four daughters of Albert Francis Capone, who was known as
Sonny.
One of the daughters, Diane Capone, said she and her two surviving sisters, who all live in and around Auburn, California, had decided to sell the possessions because they were growing older and
because they feared what might happen to the items if the wildfires
that have recently torn through Northern California forced them to
flee quickly.
“We’ve spent the last two summers with our suitcases by the
door,” Diane Capone said.
The items, 174 in total, also include furniture, watches, a whitegold matchbook cover that Capone used to store matchsticks for
his cigars and a letter he wrote to Sonny Capone from prison. Also
for sale are pieces of Capone’s jewellery, including diamond stick
pins and a flamboyant tie bar with the word “’AL’ encrusted in diamonds.
Diane Capone, 77, said she realized that “there is a tremendous
chasm” between her grandfather’s private life and his public life,
which has been detailed in newspapers, movies and books.
“Do I know that he was responsible for a lot of bad things, or
ordering his people to do bad things?” she said. “Yes, of course. But
I’m also aware of the fact that the man had multidimensional characteristics. He was able to compartmentalize his public life from the
life he led as a family man.”
Diane Capone was 3 when her grandfather died, but she said she
had clear memories of him reading to her, holding her in his lap
and guiding her through the gardens of the villa, pointing out flowers and figurines as she clutched his fingers. “He was very, very
affectionate,” she said.
Capone, the son of Italian immigrants, grew up in New York City
and was inspired to become a gangster as a teenager, according to
a biography by Deirdre Bair. He was a shoe shiner who observed
mobsters shaking down local merchants and decided to start his
own gang.
As an adult, he built his empire selling liquor during the Prohibition era, the period between 1920 and 1933 when alcoholic beverages were outlawed in the United States.
He made about $100 million a year, according to researchers
at Harvard Business School, who said his strategies reflected the
“destructive forms of American entrepreneurship in the early 20th
century”.
Capone is believed to have been behind more than 200 deaths,
including the death of a prosecutor. The culmination of the gang
wars in Chicago between Capone and his chief rival, George Moran,
also known as Bugs, occurred on Feb. 14, 1929. Seven men, most
of them part of Moran’s gang, were inside a garage when four men
burst in and announced a raid. They ordered the men to line up
against the wall and shot them.
Capone, who was vacationing in Florida, was not arrested, and
some have expressed doubts that it was Capone who ordered the
hit. He was never convicted of murder but was sentenced in 1931
for tax evasion and served 7 1/2 years in federal prison.
During his incarceration, he deteriorated significantly because of
paresis, a partial paralysis resulting from syphilis, according to the
FBI.
When he was released, he was admitted to a hospital in Baltimore and then went to his estate on Palm Island. “He had become
mentally incapable of returning to gangland politics,” the FBI said.
His granddaughter said she doubted that theory and believed
that her grandfather had been content to leave his former life behind him.
Diane Capone said she planned to give part of her proceeds from
the auction to charities, like the local food bank. It was the type of
charity her grandfather, who sponsored soup kitchens during the
Great Depression, supported.
Capone’s granddaughter said the dichotomy would always mystify her.
“I don’t have a clue how a person would be capable to live the
public life that he did and be the family man that he was,” she said.
-New York Times
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Sri Lanka find winning formula, unleash
another mystery spinner ahead of World Cup
One swallow does not make a summer but the
tide is slowly but surely changing for Sri Lanka
cricket as they returned to winning ways with a
comparatively new-look side in the ODI (oneday international) series against South Africa.
After months of disharmony, discontent and
divisions, which disrupted the performance of
the team leading to discipline sinking to a low
ebb, Sri Lanka seems to have found the winning formula, thanks to the consistent and
prudent policies of the national selectors comprising World Cup winners Pramodya Wickremasinghe and Romesh Kaluwitharana. Head
coach South African Mickey Arthur sticking
to his guns on fitness has also paid dividends.
Sri Lanka bowled brilliantly at the death to
restrict South Africa to 286/6 and win the first
ODI by 14 runs. South Africa bounced back to
win the rain-affected second match before the
home side produced a ruthless performance
in the decider at R. Premadasa Stadium, bundling out the visitors for 125 to win by 78 runs.
This was Sri Lanka's first ODI series victory
in five attempts this year having lost against
West Indies, Bangladesh, England, and India,
and their first ODI series win since March
2020. It was also the first under Captain
Dasun Shanaka.
More significantly, Sri Lanka picked up 10
points from the win to leapfrog from ninth
to fifth position in the ICC Men’s World Cup
Super League Standings with 42 points. Sri
Lanka has all to play for in the upcoming T20
series, especially for the players who will be
spearheading the campaign in the Twenty20

World Cup in the UAE and Oman next month.
The ODI series win against Proteas would
not only have done a world of good for the
team as a whole but also boosted the confidence of Sri Lanka’s white-ball captain Shanaka who also led the team to a memorable T20
series win against Pakistan in December 2019.
Shanaka, who celebrated his 30th birthday last Thursday (2), is asserting himself
as a leader by displaying his ability to take
tough decisions. Unleashing mystery spinner,
21-year-old Maheesh Theekshana, who made
a sensational ODI debut was a gamble made
by the skipper.
Shanaka revealed after the match that although Theekshana had been picked in the
squad with the T20s in mind, the nature of the
surface brought him into play for the ODI.
"I actually brought Maheesh Theekshana
into the team to play T20s," said Shanaka.
"But I knew that on a track like this, where it
turns a lot, it's going to be hard for South Africa to read someone like Theekshana out of
the hand. I took that risk as a captain and the
selectors and coaches supported me. And that
became a big advantage for us."
Theekshana claimed 4 for 37 – the best ever
return for a Sri Lanka debutant – by casting
a spell over the South Africans from the very
first ball he bowled, mesmerizing the batsmen
with huge turn and the carrom ball just like his
mentor and former Sri Lanka spinner, Ajantha Mendis. However, as Shanaka pointed out
Theekshana is not just a mystery bowler.
"He's played a little bit at the higher levels -

not internationals - but he's played
league tournaments like the T10
and the LPL," said Shanaka, adding
it was not easy to read him because
he's now got the googly, and the carrom ball, and his off spin as well.
“Because he's got several variations, I don't think it'll be easy
for any team to read him. But it's
because he has some skill that we
used him. It's not just how difficult
to read him, we also know that he's
a skillful bowler," Shanaka elaborated.
Theekshana certainly could be a
potent weapon for Sri Lanka in the
World Cup.
Shanaka also displayed his preference for the experience of former
captain Dinesh Chandimal, who was
recalled for the third ODI at the expense of Minod Banuka. “Only two
players had played more than 50
ODIs – Dhananjaya (de Silva) and
(Dinesh) Chandimal. As a team,
we can go for our targets if we have
experience in our side. There is no
point in a player being in the squad
for 10 years if he doesn’t have the
experience behind him. It is by playing that you gain the experience,
and we can learn from that player.
I am confident that this squad will
improve with time,” said Shanaka.
Charith Asalanka, who was undoubtedly the revelation of the
series, took the Man of the Series
award with scores of 72, 77 and 47.
He displayed the ability to soak up

pressure. “The role given to me is to
bat for as long as possible until the
end of the innings. When you are
told what role to play it makes your
job easy,” he said.
The emphasis on fitness, as a criterion for selection especially the
2km run which the players are expected to cover within a time of 8
minutes and 35 seconds, saw two
extremely talented batsmen Avishka
Fernando and Bhanuka Rajapaksa
who were found wanting work their
way back into the national team.
“Because of fitness issues I
missed a few matches but I’ve learnt
a lot from it and improved my fitness. Now it is easy for me when I
am batting and when I am fielding.
I am able to do both quite easily. I
can see a bit of improvement in myself. I didn’t do anything with my
batting but because my fitness has
improved my batting and fielding
have also improved inevitably,” acknowledged Fernando who made a
magnificent return by scoring 118
off 115 balls, his third ODI century.
However, Shanaka is not one to
sit on his laurels, and sees room for
improvement in batting. "Batting is
where we have a weakness still. We
don't play enough sweeps or reverse
sweeps against spin, and we've got
to do that in future. We might win
series, but we have to focus on how
we're going to score 300 or chase
300 going forward,” he said.
-ENCL

Schumacher’s
wife says F1
great ‘different,
but here’

LONDON - Michael Schumacher's
wife, Corinna, said the Formula
One great is "different, but he's
here" as the 52-year-old continues
his rehabilitation from a brain injury suffered in a skiing accident in
December 2013.
The family have kept updates to
a minimum since the accident and
in an upcoming Netflix documentary, set to premiere on September
15; Corinna said privacy was very
important to them. "He still shows
me how strong he is every day," she
said. "We live together at home. We
do therapy. We do everything we
can to make Michael better and to
make sure he's comfortable. And to
simply make him feel our family,
our bond.
"And no matter what, I will do
everything I can. We all will. We're
trying to carry on as a family, the
way Michael liked it and still does.
And we are getting on with our lives.
"'Private is private', as he always
said. It's very important to me that
he can continue to enjoy his private
life as much as possible. Michael always protected us, and now we are
protecting Michael."
Schumacher won two Formula
One championships for Benneton
in 1994 and 1995 and then five
consecutively for Ferrari, between
2000 and 2004. He retired in 2006
but returned for a stint with Mercedes from 2010 to 2012.
Michael and Corinna's son Mick
is in his debut Formula One season
with Haas.
-Reuters

European Leagues ‘unanimously oppose’ biennial
World Cup plans
PARIS - The body representing
professional competitions in Europe, European Leagues, said on
Thursday (9) it was against FIFA's
proposal of staging a World Cup
every two years.
On Wednesday (8), FIFA president Gianni Infantino said the extensive shake-up would cut out "too
many meaningless matches".
European Leagues, whose board
of directors included members from
La Liga, the Premier League, the
Bundesliga, Ligue 1 and Serie A, met
on Tuesday.
"On this occasion, the Leagues
have firmly and unanimously op-

posed any proposals to organize the
FIFA World Cup every two years,"
the group said in a statement.
"The Leagues will work together
with the other stakeholders to prevent football governing bodies to
take unilateral decisions that will
harm domestic football which is the
foundation of our industry and of
utmost importance for clubs, players and fans across Europe and the
world," it added.
Earlier this week, UEFA president
Aleksander Ceferin warned hosting
the World Cup every two rather
than four years would "dilute" the
tournament.

Fans from across the globe were
also in favour of keeping the World
Cup status quo.
"The overwhelming majority of
fans oppose a biennial World Cup
cycle, and if FIFA had bothered to
engage with us on the subject, they
would have known this to be the
case," 58 national fan organizations
across the sport's six confederations
said in a joint-statement on Tuesday
(7).
"Why abandon almost a century's
worth of tradition on a whim and
with no evidence that it will improve
the global game?" it added.
-AFP

By Ben Rothenberg

At US Open

Novak Djokovic moves one step closer to grand slam
NEW YORK — The US Open has
waited 52 years for a man to have a
chance at winning the Grand Slam,
so what’s a few extra hours?
Top-ranked Novak Djokovic, undefeated in best-of-five matches this
year as he pursues the Grand Slam,
again lingered in long form play on
Wednesday (8) night in Arthur Ashe
Stadium before rerouting to a romp
of the sixth-seeded Matteo Berrettini, 5-7, 6-2, 6-2, 6-3.
Djokovic’s first set against Berrettini was the third straight time
he had lost the opening frame, and
also his most taxing set of the tournament. The first game lasted for
14 points; the sixth game needed 20
points. Though Djokovic was broken
in the 11th game on a forehand passing shot winner by Berrettini and
lost the set soon after, it was Berrettini who needed to leave the court to
change out of his sweat-soaked attire
just an hour and 17 minutes into the
match.
Djokovic’s detours at this tournament have not led to despondency,
but discovery.
The first set against Berrettini was
the fourth set Djokovic has lost this
tournament.
As he did each time before, Djokovic took the information he gleaned
and reprogrammed his game with

increased precision. After hitting 17
unforced errors in the first set, he hit
only three in the second and three in
the third. Djokovic had five unforced
errors in the fourth set.
Through force of will and persistence, he turned the match in his favour, and even won over some of the
begrudging crowd. When he held for
5-2 in the third, after saving a Berrettini break point and extinguishing
any hope for a comeback, Djokovic
held his hand to his ear, imploring
the crowd to recognize his indomitability as he moves closer to the Grand
Slam, and a record 21st career major
singles title.
After he got up a break early in
the fourth set, Djokovic seemed to
shift to a lower gear to coast to the
finish, winning only two more points
on return to conserve energy. When
he wrapped up the victory after three
hours and 27 minutes, Djokovic
walked briskly to the net, wasting
little energy on an elaborate celebration. He took several seconds to find
the wristwatch he dons for the oncourt interview to fulfil sponsor obligations.
“I was locked in, really, from the
beginning of the second set,” Djokovic said in his on-court interview. “I
took my tennis to a different level.
This has been the best three sets
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I’ve played so far in the tournament,
for sure.” Djokovic has won the first
26 of the 28 matches he needs to
complete the Grand Slam, but his
27th test may prove to be one of his
toughest. On Friday night, Djokovic
will face fourth-seeded Alexander
Zverev, whose 16-match win streak
includes a win over Djokovic in the
semifinals of last month’s Tokyo
Olympics.
Zverev needed only two hours
and six minutes to complete his own
quarterfinal victory hours earlier,
avoiding delay by saving a set point
in the tiebreak of his 7-6(6), 6-3, 6-4
win over Lloyd Harris.
Where Djokovic has been effective,
Zverev has been efficient. Zverev has
needed only nine hours and 23 minutes to complete his five wins here;
Djokovic has needed 13 hours and 52
minutes.
In his news conference on Wednesday, Zverev showed confidence but
recognized the task ahead of him.
“Against him you prepare that you
have to play the best match that you
can,” Zverev said of facing Djokovic.
“You have to be perfect, otherwise
you will not win.
“Most of the time you can’t be
perfect,” Zverev added. “That’s why
most of the time people lose to him.”
-New York Times

